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Abstract

Making Chatbots More Conversational

Pontus Hilding

This thesis contains a detailed outline of a system that analyzes textual
conversation-based evaluation responses in an attempt to maximize the extraction of
informational value. This is achieved by asking intelligent follow-up questions where
the system deems it to be necessary.

The system is realized as a multistage rocket. The first step utilizes a neural network
trained on manually extracted linguistic features of an evaluation answer to assess
whether a follow-up question is required. Next, what question to ask is determined
by a separate network which employs word embeddings to make appropriate
question predictions. Finally, the grammatical structure of the answer is analyzed to
resolve how the predicted question should be composed in terms of grammatical
properties such as tense and plurality to make it as natural-sounding and human as
possible. 

The resulting system was overall satisfactory. Exposing the system to evaluation
answers in the educational sector caused it, in the majority of cases, to ask relevant
follow-up questions which dived deeper into the users' answer. The domain-narrow
and meager amount of annotated data naturally made the system very domain-specific
which is partially counteracted by the use of secondary predictions and default
fallback questions. However, using the system with any unrestricted answer
out-of-the-box is likely to generate a very vague question-response. With a substantial
increase in the amount of annotated data, this would most likely be vastly improved.
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Sammanfattning

Denna masteravhandling innehåller en detaljerad översikt över ett system som analy-
serar text- och konversationsbaserade utvärderingssvar i syfte att extrahera maximal
mängd värdefull information. Detta görs möjligt genom att ställa intelligenta uppföljnings-
frågor där systemet anser det vara nödvändigt.

Systemet är skapat som en flerstegsraket. I det första steget används ett neuralt
nätverk som är tränat på manuellt extraherade lingvistiska egenskaper i utvärderingssvaren
för att evaluera om en följdfråga behöver ställas. I nästa steg beslutas vilken uppföljnings-
fråga som ska ställas av ett separat neuralt nätverk som använder sig av tekniker så som
ordsäckar och ordinbäddningar för att prediktera en fråga. I det sista steget analyseras
den grammatiska strukturen hos utvärderingssvaret för att avgöra hur den valda frågan
ska utformas i termer av grammatiska egenskaper så som tempus och pluralis. Detta för
att få frågan att låta så naturlig och mänsklig som möjligt.

Det resulterande systemet var överlag tillfredsställande och kan, i en majoritet av fal-
len, ställa en intelligent uppföljningsfråga när det utsätts för utvärderingssvar inom ut-
bildningssektorn. Den annoterade datan som användes var begränsad i termer av domän
och mängd vilket resulterade i att systemet tenderar att vara väldigt domänspecifikt.
Detta motverkades till viss del genom att prediktera sekundära frågor och genom att fal-
la tillbaka på generalla alternativ men att använda systemet på ett godtyckligt svar inom
en godtycklig domän resulterar sannolikt i en väldigt generell följdfråga. En betydande
utökning av mängden taggad data skulle troligtvis resultera i att systemet blev avsevärt
mycket säkrare.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP), the area which concerns communication and in-
teraction between computer and human language, is an emerging field within artificial
intelligence and machine learning.

There are multiple examples of NLP’s expanding into and being applied throughout
an ever-increasing number of fields within technology and science [2]. One such exam-
ple is its subfield of speech recognition which the last decade has gained a lot of traction
with digital assistants such as Amazon’s Alexa, Microsoft’s Cortana and Apple’s Siri
rapidly evolving and whom soon might have a future as the norm in every household
[1][3]. A rapidly growing number of companies are relying on some sort of digital assis-
tant to handle customer service and product evaluation [4] where in particular chatbots
have a big part to play.

The complexity of chatbots varies on a grand scale. Some are using simple keyword
scanning with an automated response from a database which is most closely related to
that keyword. More sophisticated chatbots are using advanced NLP techniques to un-
derstand and process the context of the text and grasp dialogue flow to resemble human
communication [5]. These chatbots are able to extract relevant context and sentiment
from the user message, process it and then structure a reply in a sensible way to the
human by a pre-determined, tree-based dialogue flow. Example:

Bot: Hello! Do you mind answering a question about the TV you just bought?

Human: Yeah, sure.

Bot: Great, what did you think of the TV?

Human: I loved it but the color was ugly.

Bot: Okay, thank you for answering!

Dialogue 1: Example of a bot evaluating a product.

In the example above, a bot is asking a customer if that person could answer a ques-
tion about a product. After receiving the reply, the bot is able to extract the relevant
keywords from the message, in this case, yeah and sure, and process them by e.g. pars-
ing and sentiment analysis. This leads the bot to the conclusion that the user affirmed
the question and it can proceed to traverse the tree to ask the user a question about the
product. The user responds and the bot again processes the message and can, for exam-
ple, save the important parts for a human to process later. The dialogue finishes with the
bot saying thanks and ending the conversation.

This is great for the inquiring party who can collect feedback without hiring a costly
interviewer doing the same job. Furthermore, it is likely that the response rate of re-
views is increased by using a chatbot instead of a traditional survey or review page.

1
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1 Introduction

These traditional means of evaluating tends to only flock people very satisfied or very
unsatisfied with a product, the rest usually do not bother. This tendency is apparent by
looking at e.g. product pages at Amazon where a majority of reviews generally are rated
as either 1 or 5 stars.

Despite the advantages, a question arises: did the inquirer really gain that much
insight into the product from the answer? The collected information was that the product
was well liked and that the color was ugly, not any suggestions on what color would have
made it prettier. A more insightful dialogue flow for the bot owner might have been the
following:

Bot: Hello! Do you mind answering a question about the TV you just bought?

Human: Yeah, sure.

Bot: Great, what did you think of the TV?

Human: I loved it but the color was ugly.

Bot: Okay, what color would have made it better looking?

Human: Black would have been nice.

Bot: Okay, thank you for answering!

Dialogue 2: A bot asking an intelligent follow-up question.

In this example, the bot asks an intelligent follow-up question about the product af-
ter processing the human response. This yields the owner with much more insightful
information about the product and may also induce the feeling that the bot is more con-
scious, less static and more human-like. However, this does require a lot more from the
bot. Not only does it have to process the message and somewhat abandon the tree-based
structure of the dialogue but also determine whether a follow-up question is needed,
what that follow-up question needs to contain and finally how to ask the question.

This is called Automatic question generation (QG) and is at the present considered
a very difficult subfield to NLP [6]. Many of the clever digital assistants mentioned
earlier are currently able to engage in moderately rich conversations with a human but
lack substantially when it comes to making up and asking questions themselves [5].

The issuing party of the project is Hubert.ai, a small-sized company based in Upp-
sala, Sweden. The goal of the company is to simplify the collection and visualization
of feedback data while also expanding its informational relevance by substituting tradi-
tional forms with AI-based chatbot conversations.

The most used domain is that of the educational sector - teachers looking to evaluate
their classes. The general approach for a new inquisitor is to create a new survey on the

2
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website by choosing a name, an evaluation type and an evaluation object. From there a
link is sent to the students participating in the evaluation. Upon clicking the link, Hubert
the chatbot, asks the students general questions about the chosen evaluation object. An
example of this can be seen in figure 1 below.

Figure 1: An example snippet from a chat with Hubert

Not any text is accepted as a valid answer, for example asking Hubert to tell a joke
will cause him to do so and not register it as an actual answer. However, as can be noted
in figure 1, Hubert does not ask the inquired user any answer-specific follow-up question
even though the given answer was not very elaborate. Instead, it moves on to the next
question in the question-queue and settles with the given answer. When sufficiently
many students have completed the conversation a thorough summary is available to the
teacher. This contains a variety of aspects such as positive sides of the evaluation object,
what needs to be improved and topics that are widely discussed.

Using this chat-based way of evaluating instead of a traditional survey form is over-
all found not only to increase the response rate in users but also extracts more valuable
information to the inquirer per respondent [7].

The aim of the project is to try and mimic the perfect behaviour of the bot presented
in dialogue example 2 and ask intelligent follow-up questions to gain additional insight
into an evaluation object. However, the level of perfect context understanding and ques-
tion formulation in the example was deemed impractical for the scope of the project and
more realistic expectations were set. This is further explained in section 3.2.2.

The project is divided into three sub-tasks which together forms a semi-dynamic
follow-up question inquiring system. These are as follows:

1. Determining if a user answer contains sufficient information or requires a follow-
up question.

2. Choosing the most suitable follow-up question from a pre-determined pool of
questions.

3
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3. Adjusting the chosen follow-up question to fit the answer.

By using the conversation in figure 1 as an example, the first sub-task should result
in that a follow-up question is deemed necessary as the answer is not very elaborate.
The second sub-task should result in a question that makes sense based on the answer
and that can be used to extract additional information, e.g. ”What makes/made he/she/it
good/bad?”. Finally, the last task would be to adjust the question based on the context
of the answer, in this case, the follow-up question should be modified into ”What makes
it bad?”. This is depicted in figure 2.

Figure 2: An expansion of the previous conversation with a desired follow-up question
included.

The objective is to create a module capable of solving set sub-tasks which can be
easily integrated into the current Hubert system. The natural locale for the module in
the current system is to attach the unit after Hubert has analyzed and accepted a user
answer in the conversational pipeline. At this point, the goal is to have the project
module analyze the answer and predict whether a follow-up question is required and
what the question should be. This is illustrated in figure 3.

Thus, in cases where the Hubert engine deems that it is necessary to receive an
elaborate answer, the project module is contacted to analyze whether the answer was
elaborate enough and what the follow-up question should be. Occurrences where it
may not be deemed necessary includes greetings and general guidance queries. The
information is sent back to the agent which handles all conversational logic and tasks,
thus the project module has no direct communication with the user.

4
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Figure 3: Illustration of a user talking to Hubert where the project module aids in ex-
tracting additional information where needed.

2 Related Work

Several efforts have been made to achieve complete question answering systems. Possi-
bly the most notable is IBM’s Watson which was able to win the American game show
Jeopardy! in 2011 against humans without being connected to the internet [9]. Com-
monly, question answering systems like these are factual and generates a question based
on some factual text. For example, given the following Wikipedia text about the city of
Uppsala:

”Uppsala is the capital of Uppsala County and the fourth-largest city in Sweden, after
Stockholm, Gothenburg, and Malmö. It had 168,096 inhabitants in 2017.”1

A system might generate the question ”What is the number of inhabitants in Up-
psala?”. This can be very helpful as, for example, a teacher tool to automatically
generate quiz questions based on the current study material. A recent approach to this
[Kumar, Ramakrishnan and Li, 2018] uses deep reinforcement learning with a sequence-
to-sequence model to generate questions which was found to greatly outperform similar
systems.

There are also systems where the purpose of the question-generation is not factual
but rather conversational. Generating conversational questions which requires scene
understanding has been investigated by [Wang et al., 2018]. Scene understanding refers
to the concept of having to comprehend a scenario to be able to properly generate a
relevant question. For example, generating the question ”How about some climbing this
week?” to the statement ”I am too fat.” which among others requires comprehending
that climbing makes one burn calories faster. The proposed system is built upon on two
distinct types of decoders and is able to generate moderately rich questions with varying
results and to to outperform similar systems.

Another approach to the field is that of emotional question generation as proposed by
[Hao Zhou, Minlie Huang, Tianyang Zhang, Xiaoyan Zhu, Bing Liu, 2018]. They intro-
duce the Emotional Chatting Machine which can generate an appropriate response to
some text based on emotions like happiness, sadness and disgust. This was achieved by
the use emotion category embeddings, internal emotion memory and external memory
and was able to, in certain cases, meditate the selected emotion.

1Uppsala, Wikipedia [Online]. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uppsala
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3 Data and Features

This section will describe the initial steps taken to realize the project. This includes
establishing rules for when to ask a follow-up question, determining what questions to
use and annotating data. Moreover, the section details any preprocessing done to the
data and its extracted features.

This section will cover the entirety of the methods and workflow used in the project
from start to finish. Beginning with determining follow-up questions and collecting data
using Amazon Mechanical Turk, to feature extraction, choosing and optimizing machine
learning models and finally adjusting each question depending on the likes of structure
and grammar of the answer by different means of slot-filling.

3.1 Data

This section describes the project data. This includes data available at project start that
is used to train and validate created models, the process of attainment of follow-up
questions and annotating given sentences. Furthermore, general guidelines for when to
ask a follow-up question is outlined.

3.1.1 Available Data

Student Dataset The data available at project start derives from the company Hu-
bert.ai, explained in section 1, and consists of about 50 000 user answers in the educa-
tional domain. The respondents are mostly high-school and college pupils residing in
the United States of America. Every answer in the set is a response to questions follow-
ing the Start-Stop-Continue (SSC) retrospective technique [8]. The approach of SSC is
to encourage user reflection of some recent or current experience by asking three asso-
ciated questions which can aid in the improvement of that experience moving forward.
The first question concerns something that needs to start happening to improve the ob-
ject, the second something that should stop entirely and the third something that should
continue as it is. Thus, each answer of the set answers one of the following questions:

• What should the [inquirer] start doing to improve the [evaluation object]?

• What should the [inquirer] stop doing to improve the [evaluation object]?

• What is working well with the [evaluation object] and should continue in the same
way?

Furthermore, each line of data holds information about any pre-tagged entities found
in the text. The pool of entities are all within the educational domain and thus consists
of the likes of assignments, instructor and visuals. An example of this, among the initial
question and answer, can be seen in table 1.

6
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Question Answer Entities

What should the teacher start doing to improve the course? He should assign less homework [homework]
What should the teacher stop doing to improve the course? Nothing, I really like the teacher! The assignments are helpful [instructor, assignments]

Table 1: Two of the rows of data available at project start.

Word Lists The following external words lists were available at project start:

• A word list containing 527 082 words from the English language with American
British and Canadian spelling variations [10].

• A list of 179 stop words from the English language [11].

The following four datasets are a reference to utilities explained later in the thesis:

OntoNotes Corpus The OntoNotes Corpus 5.0, a manually annotated corpus con-
taining 2.9 million words. The corpus contains text from distinctive sources such as
news and talk shows. The annotations include coreferences, name types and parse trees
[12].

GloVe GloVe pre-trained word vectors from the Stanford NLP Group with 300 dimen-
sions. The data is based on the 2014 edition of Wikipedia and the English Gigaword 5
corpus [13].

Google News The GoogleNews pre-trained word vectors from Google. The vocab-
ulary of words contained in the set is about 3 million, each having 300 dimensions [14].

SpaCy SpaCy administers different models used to perform tasks such as part-of-
speech determination and entity tagging. The model utilized in the project was the
medium-sized English model referred to as en core web md [15].

3.2 Follow-Up Questions

This section describes the process of establishing guidelines for when to ask a follow-
up question and determining which questions to use. Furthermore, the section explains
the procedure taken to collect and annotate answers associated with these proposed
questions.

7
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3.2.1 When to Ask a Follow-Up Question

Not all answers require a follow-up question. A user who answers a question where
the answer contains sufficient information to be satisfactory for the inquirer should not
be asked a follow-up question (see goal 1, section 1). To determine what a sufficiently
satisfactory answer actually is, there has to be a set of pre-determined rules or definitions
to follow. As the initial question is of the Start-Stop-Continue type where the primary
goal is to find improvements to an evaluation target, the answer needs to contain certain
information to be useful. The response should preferably not only answer what needs
improved but also why and how it can be done. This is illustrated in figure 2.

Question: What should the teacher stop doing to improve the course?

Answer 1: The homework is bad.
Answer 2: The homework is bad because it’s always repetitive tasks.
Answer 3: The homework is bad because it’s always repetitive tasks, have fewer but bigger ones instead!

Table 2: Three answers to an SSC-question. Sections are color-coded as what, why and
how.

An answer containing all three of these components as answer 3 in table 2 are con-
sidered a sufficiently elaborated answer from which an inquirer can extract maximum
value. Thus, the final system should not further inquisite a user which gives an answer
of this caliber. Answers containing only the first two components as answer 2 in the
same figure should in most cases be asked a follow-up. However, there are occurrences
where it would be more reasonable to not ask a follow-up in this case as well as it prob-
ably only would trigger annoyance from the user. An example would be the sentence:
”The homework is bad because of the repetitive tasks. The first homework had a lot of
math which I do not like and the second one was not explained properly during class.”.
In this case, even though it does not suggest any specific ”hows”, the whys explained
are elaborately enough that it may be assumed that the inquirer extracted enough infor-
mation of the areas of an object that was in need of improvement. Based on this, the
following definition was used to determine whether a follow-up question is required.

A follow-up question is required if one of the following holds true:

• An answer does not contain all of the components what, why nor how.

• If there is an absence of the how, the why is not explained to a degree where own
conclusions regarding required improvements can be drawn with ease.

These guidelines were explicit enough to tag answers as either requiring a follow-up
question or not without the need of outsourcing the task to an external party. This was
considered a safer method of achieving high-quality data at an early stage of the project

8
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without factoring in the randomness that outsourcing, as explained in the next section,
the task could lead to.

During this process, 1528 random answers from the data set were manually tagged
as either 1 (requiring a follow-up) or 0 (not requiring a follow-up). The distribution of
1’s and 0’s were as follow:

Follow-up required: 726
No follow-up required: 802
Total: 1528

A moderately even distribution that shows that the data set consisting of mostly high
school pupils in America is a good set to use for this binary classification task.

3.2.2 Determining Follow-Up Questions

Having a completely dynamic follow-up question system at a level similar to that of a
human inquirer was at an early planning stage deemed unreasonable. It was concluded
that a more feasible approach was to find a pool of follow-up questions with a varying
degree of distinctiveness which within reason could be used to follow up an answer
within the domain of choice. In other words, the found set of questions should collec-
tively be able to cover most topics within a chosen domain and corresponds to set goal
2 in section 1. Moreover, the questions should be adaptable to the answer of the user by
filling slots or interchanging parts of the question.

Thus, the initial step is to find a set of questions which both covers most topics
in a domain and in which the questions have a generic-enough structure that allows
them to easily be adaptable to an answer. In a second step, the questions which were
made adjustable should be adjusted accordingly by slot filling or by other means found
relevant (goal 3, section 1).

The project utilizes Amazon’s crowd-sourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk 2

to collect, tag and validate data throughout the progression of the project.
The platform enables individuals to outsource tasks needing human intelligence to

turkers, an on-demand workforce that completes tasks for a fee. A requester can create
an arbitrary task, such as a set of animal images that need to be tagged as the correct
species or finding words related to medicine in a document. The requester decides on
the monetary fee to be exchanged for the service, the number of turkers required and
can filter eligibility of turkers by e.g. demographics or highest level of education. After
a job has been completed, the requester can reject sub-standard submissions that, for
example, were completed randomly or automated.

The name originates from ”The Turk”, an automation playing chess in the 1770s
that in reality was controlled by a chess master hidden under the board [16]. Thus,

2Amazon Mechanical Turk. [online] Available at: https://www.mturk.com/
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playing on the fact that the turkers can complete tasks requiring human intelligence not
yet suitable for machines.

The turkers were used to determine the pool of follow-up questions to be used by
being asked to write free text questions to a set of user answers. The task description
”Given an answer, write a follow-up question that fits the answer.” was given and each
unique answer (20 in total) were distributed to fifteen distinct turkers. Assigning each
question to that number of turkers was done for two reasons. Firstly, it ensured that bad
and irrelevant submissions had a minimal effect on the determination of questions as
earlier experiences with the service had shown that there was a medium-high probabil-
ity of receiving an awful submission. Secondly, recurrent follow-up questions with a
similar nature strengthened the belief that that was a fitting question to add to the pool
of follow-up questions.

The resulting submissions were of highly varying quality. However, the better ones
were often related and helpful in narrowing the pool of follow-up questions to be used.
A set of sample questions suggested can be found in table 3 below.

Answer Give us more theory work

Turk 1 How do you think more theory work would help?
Turk 2 Are there specific topics that you would like the theory work to cover?
Turk 3 How much more theory work?
Turk 4 How would that help you?
Turk 5 What do you think is the benefit of that?
Turk 6 Can you be more specific?

Table 3: A set of sample follow-up questions submitted by the Mechanical turks.

As can be seen from the sample in the figure, some submissions are of similar na-
ture, namely the ones from turk number 1, 4 and 5. These turks believed that asking
how more theory work would be beneficial was the most suitable response to the given
answer. Repeating this process of looking for the majority of related questions helped
gain insight not only to how different people tackle the task but also to the range of
specificity in their questions. A majority of answers had some turks submitting very
generic follow-up questions e.g. ”Could you be more specific?” or ”Can you elaborate
more?” as seen by turk number 6. On the other hand, some turks suggested very specific
follow-up question as seen in the same table by turk number 2.

The more generic follow-up questions were found to be fitting for in practice almost
every answer in the set. The question ”Can you be more specific?” is just as applicable
to the answer ”Give us more theory work” as to ”The teacher was good and helpful.”.
On the contrary, a specific question such as ”Are there specific topics that you would like
the theory to cover?” is very well suited to ”Give us more theory work” but totally irrel-
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evant to ”The teacher was good and helpful.”. Because of this extremely narrow range
of candidate answers, very specific questions like these were omitted. The uttermost
questions on other end of the specificity range were also omitted, e.g. super-generic
questions such as ”Why?” and ”How?”. Moderately specific questions that were fitting
to a number of possible answers were kept and considered for the follow-up pool.

Repeating this process for all answer-question pairs and merging similar questions
established a pool of follow-up questions with a varying degree of specificity. This pool
is illustrated in table 4.

Follow-up question Degree of specificity

How do you think (more/less) ( /of that) would improve the ? More specific

Okay, ( /the ) (was/were) . Could you elaborate some more on what made (it/them/him or her) ? More specific

What do you think can be done to improve ( /it/the situation)? Specific

How do you think ( /that) would improve the ? Specific

Glad/Sorry to hear that! Could you elaborate on what (made/makes) (it/them/him or her) so ? Specific

I know it can difficult but try to come up with something! Anything! Specific

Could you elaborate some more on (the /that)? Less specific

Could you be a little more specific? Vague

Table 4: The final pool of follow-up questions derived from the turks.

To evaluate the coverage the pool of question had for any given answer in the answer
set, a set of definitions for answer-question coverage was established. An answer was
considered covered by the follow-up question pool if all of the following were true:

1. At least one question from the pool can be used as a follow-up.

2. The answer given by the user is answering the initial question, i.e. not answering
I like bananas. on a question about what the teacher should stop doing.

3. No profanities and non-sense answers like Screw you and tqryfhzsdf.

By using this method of evaluation it was shown that the derived pool of follow-up
questions had coverage of about 99 % of the answers in the available data set (section
3.1.1) in terms of making contextual and grammatically sense. This was evaluated on
200 randomly selected answers from the student dataset as explained in section 3.1.1.

3.2.3 Collecting and Tagging Follow-up Categories

The categorical tagging of which follow-up question to use given an answer that requires
a follow-up question was achieved in two parts. One manual part and one using an
external party.
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As there could be potentially multiple instances of suitable follow-up questions a
decision was made to not only tag the most suitable answer but also the second most
suitable. This was done for a couple of reasons to justify the increased tagging time.
Firstly, later on, when models were to be trained on the data, the alternative question
could be used as a ”fall-back” option if the certainty of the main prediction was consid-
ered too low. They could also be used jointly to strengthen a primary prediction. This
is explained in greater detail in section 4 about the models. A follow-up question with a
higher degree of specificity was always given priority to being the primary question as
per figure 4. An example of this double tagging is illustrated in table 5 below.

Answer: Try and give students more time to do the projects

Primary follow-up question: How do you think (more/less) ( /of that) would improve the ?
Secondary follow-up question: Could you elaborate some more on (the /that)?

Answer: I donno

Primary follow-up question: I know it can be difficult but try to come up with something! Anything!
Secondary follow-up question: Could you be a little more specific?

Table 5: Two examples of double-tagging answers.

In these examples, both answers are valid questions to the answer where the primary
one has a higher degree of specificity. In borderline cases where there is only one valid
follow-up question, the secondary question is still tagged as the one closest of being a
valid question.

The manual categorization was completed on the same 1528 random answers as
those in section 3.2.1. However, answers which previously had been tagged as not
requiring a follow-up was dismissed. This totalled to 725 answers. The distribution
between categories was as follow:

Follow-up category Number of tags as primary Number of tags as secondary

Glad/Sorry to hear that! Could you elaborate on what (made/makes) (it/them/him or her) so ? 145 36
Could you elaborate some more on (the /that)? 187 157
Okay, ( /the ) (was/were) . Could you elaborate some more on what made (it/them/him or her) ? 41 36
How do you think (more/less) ( /of that) would improve the ? 140 15
How do you think ( /that) would improve the ? 84 79
Could you be a little more specific? 38 367
I know it can difficult but try to come up with something! Anything! 56 20
What do you think can be done to improve (/it/the situation)? 33 13

Table 6: Distribution of follow-up questions manually categorized.

It can be noted that the more specific questions dominate the multiplicity of tags in
the primary category while the more vague questions dominate the secondary category.
This somewhat confirms the initial belief that tagging two follow-up questions is a good
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idea due to the secondary questions being of a more vague nature and thus acting as the
best fall-back option.

The second part of the categorical tagging was achieved once again using the Me-
chanical Turks. The turks were given the following task:

Select the most and second most fitting follow-up question to the given answer.
Use a question which is as specific as possible, i.e. even if ’Could you be a little
more specific?’ fits the answer, it might not be the most specific and fitting question.

Example 1:

Answer:
More examples on the course outline discussion that we had in the
afternoon.

Most suitable follow-up question:
How do you think (more/less) ( /of that) would improve the ?

Second most suitable follow-up question:
How do you think (that/ ) would improve the ?

In this example, even though ’Could you be a little more specific?’ fits the answer,
there are more specific alternatives which are prioritized.
Example 2:

Answer:
course is excellent and fun

Most suitable follow-up question:
Glad/Okay/Sorry to hear that! Could you elaborate on what makes it
so ?

Second most suitable follow-up question:
Could you be a little more specific?

In this example, there are no secondary follow-up questions which fits the answer
better than ’Could you be a little more specific?’ and it is therefore selected.
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The batch of answers given to the turkers was randomly selected from the data set
explained in 3.1.1 and amounted to 520 entries. Each question given had to be com-
pleted by five unique turkers, totalling to 2600 (520 ∗ 5) tasks. In addition, each task
contained two sub-tasks as the turkers were required to categorize the most, and second
most, suitable follow-up question to each given answer.

The reasoning behind having five turkers complete each answer was to reduce ran-
domness in the submission as turkers can be unreliable as previously discussed in sec-
tion 3.2.2. By analyzing the final batch of 2600 submissions, it was assessed that the
data was indeed very irregular and needed heavy post-processing. The answers were
filtered as follows:

Filtered =
�����������
false, if ∀a ∈ A < amax

false, if (∃a ∈ A = amax) ∧ (∀b ∈ B < bmax) ∧ (amax = bmax)
true, otherwise

, (1)

where A is the submitted set count of primary questions and B the submitted set count
of secondary questions for any given answer.

After filtering, the initial 520 answers had been reduced significantly to only 78,
showing the difficulties of using a crowdsourcing service for advanced tasks with many
categories to choose among like the one performed. The questions with the more specific
degree of specificity (table 4) were found to never conflict with each other while specific
questions rarely did so. Instead, the vast majority of occasions where there were two
questions tagged as equally good rooted from a conflict between vaguer questions or
between one vague and one specific question. The distribution of answers for the data
after filtering were as follows:

Follow-up category Number of tags as primary Number of tags as secondary

Glad/Sorry to hear that! Could you elaborate on what (made/makes) (it/them/him or her) so ? 25 6
Could you elaborate some more on (the /that)? 26 16
Okay, ( /the ) (was/were) . Could you elaborate some more on what made (it/them/him or her) ? 11 11
How do you think (more/less) ( /of that) would improve the ? 20 12
How do you think ( /that) would improve the ? 3 21
Could you be a little more specific? 2 18
I know it can difficult but try to come up with something! Anything! 1 1
What do you think can be done to improve (/it/the situation)? 1 4

Table 7: Distribution of follow-up questions categorized by the turkers after filtering

The distribution of the turkers’ categorization was similar to that of the previously
done manual tagging. As the final number of filtered answers were few, the exact same
answers were manually tagged for validation purposes. Funnily enough, the distribution
of both the primary and secondary answers were found to be exactly the same as the
turkers as seen in figure 4. Even though the data set is too small to consider the exact
correlation of both categories anything other than a mere coincidence, a conclusion can
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be drawn that using crowd-sourcing with the heavy filtering method is a reliable way of
gathering the data.

Figure 4: Comparison between turkers and manual categorization.

3.3 Preprocessing

This section will cover the preprocessing done to every answer in the data set as well as
to any additional answers put into the system. The system assumes that every sentence
is in English and that the user is trying to answer the question.

3.3.1 Symbols and Markings

Initial formatting was done to remove or replace wrongfully written signs and symbols
with their correct equivalent. This included replacing accidental double spacing with a
single space and replacing incorrect punctuation marks. Interchanging the apostrophe
marking ’ with the acute accent markings ´ and ‘ or prime symbol ’, e.g. writing it´s
instead of it’s was found to be fairly common. The formatting was done using regex.
Example:

# Replacing incorrect apostrophe markings.
sentence = re.sub(r"( |‘| | )", "’", sentence)

Furthermore, any symbol that did not make sense to use in a text response to one
of the given questions was assumed to be a mistype and was removed. This included
symbols like {, § and ]. Other symbols that could be used as an abbreviation was
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interchanged for the actual word such as being replaced with and and @ being replaced
by at.

3.3.2 Contraction Expansion

Word contractions are shortened versions of words where the intention is to increase ef-
fectiveness or flow in spoken or written communication. There exists over 100 types of
commonly used contractions, all with a varying degree of ambiguity [17]. The contrac-
tion I’m is an explicit contraction as there is only one possible expansion for it, namely
I am. On the other hand, the contraction I’d has two possible expansions, I would and I
had. Furthermore, heavily ambiguous ones like ain’t can be a contraction of either am
not, is not, are not, has not or have not. Expanding contractions like these into their
correct full form requires analyzing the sentence to gain contextual knowledge to find
the true expansion.

The reasoning behind expanding all contractions in the scope of the project is so that
there are fewer words with literally the same meaning in the data set. The expectation
is that this increase the confidence of the models during training.

The system utilizes the Python library pycontractions for the purpose of expand-
ing sentences [18]. The expansion engine is built as a three-stage rocket where each
sentence is passed through the system three times. The first pass-through eliminates ex-
plicit contractions in the sentence, i.e. contractions only having one possible expansion.
This is achieved simply by using multiple cases of regex - one for each single-ruled
contraction.

In the second pass-through, each contraction having several possible options for
expansion are all recursively expanded. For example, the possible expansions of the
word it’s are in this stage all expanded, thus equaling to it is, is has and it does. At
this point, some of the expansions will not make grammatical sense and is therefore
filtered through a grammar-checker. In cases where there is more than one grammatical
correct option remaining after filtering, the Euclidean distance between the expanded
and original sentence in the embedding space is calculated. The embedding model used
was the GoogleNews set as explained in section 3.1.1. This process is illustrated in
figure 5.

The accuracy of the engine was very satisfactory but it did substantially affect the
elapsed preprocessing time of a sentence. By comparing the whole preprocessing cycle
with and without the contraction expansion it was shown that it on average added 2 ms
of processing time. Although a tiny number, it amounts to about 99.8% of the elapsed
preprocessing time. However, it was later found that this, in the grand scheme of things,
was very insignificant. This will be further explained in section 3.4.2.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the expansion engine expanding the sentence It ain’t easy but
I’m liking the course.

3.3.3 Spell Checker

As part of the preprocessing sequence, all sentences inputted to the system are checked
for typos and common spelling mistakes. This is done as a simple typo could be detri-
mental to the classification models if any meaningful word can not be interpreted cor-
rectly.

To determine which correct string is closest to a misspelled one, some standardized
mean of string comparison was required. The comparison used was the Levenshtein
distance which is used to measure the distance between two strings. One unit of Leven-
shtein distance corresponds to one insertion, substitution or deletion of a letter in a string
in relation to a target string. In other words, the number of actions that are required to
go from one string to another string determines its Levenshtein distance.

For example, the distance between the words teacher and the typo teecherr is 2 as
there are two actions required to convert the typo to the correct spelling, namely one
deletion (removing one r) and one substitution (substituting e for a). The distance is
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calculated mathematically between two strings a and b according to the equation:

leva,b(i, j) =
�����������������

max(i, j) if min(i,j) = 0,

min

�����������
leva,b(i − 1, j) + 1
leva,b(i, j − 1) + 1 otherwise.
leva,b(i − 1, j − 1) + 1(ai≠bj)

(2)

where leva,b(i, j) is the distance between the first i and j characters of a and b re-
spectively.

The implementation is based on Peter Norvig’s spell checking algorithm [19] which
was adapted by Jonas McCallum in 2014 [20]. The algorithm is capped at correcting
strings having a maximum of two units of Levenshtein distance from the target string.
However, as about 80% of human spelling errors are within one unit of distance away
and the vast majority are within two [19] this trade-off can be disregarded. A big diffi-
culty in the area of spell checking lies in the fact that there may exist some word with a
shorter distance to the erroneous word than the word that was actually intended.

The goal is to find a candidate correction, c, from a set of possible candidate cor-
rections, C, that is most likely to be the intended correction ĉ. This can be expressed
as:

ĉ = argmax
c∈C �P (c�w)� (3)

where w is the unaltered word.
By applying Bayes’ theorem we get:

ĉ =argmax
c∈C �P (c�w)� (4)

=argmax
c∈C �P (c)P (w�c)

P (w) � (5)

=argmax
c∈C �P (c)P (w�c)� (6)

where P (w) is factored out as a consequence of being constant for every c.
Thus, to find the most likely correction ĉ we look at P (c), the probability of a word

occurring in the language, P (w�c), the probability that some word w was typed instead
of the correct intended word c and jointly tries to maximize these from a candidate pool.
Choosing the candidate pool C is accomplished by selecting words with a Levenshtein
distance of two or less from the original word w. This candidate pool C grows linearly in
relation to the word length n of w due to all possible insertions (26(n+1)), substitutions
(26n) and deletions (n) possible, totalling to 53n+25 possibilities. The increase is even
more apparent for Levenshtein distance two as the additional dimension induces the
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relation between word count and candidates to be 53(53n + 26) + 26. A comparison is
illustrated in figure 6.

Figure 6: Relation between word length and possible candidate words for Levenshtein
distance 1 and 2

To decrease the number of candidates in the candidate pool, only candidates which
are found in an external word list (section 3.1.1) are considered. This reduces the pool
significantly as most possible configurations of a mistyped word are nonsense words.
For example, inserting a letter at the last index of the mistyped word fis while simulta-
neously requiring each possibility to be in a word list causes the number of options to
go from 26 to 3 (fish, fist, fisc), filtering non-existent out words like fisy, fisp and fisx.

To find the probability that a word occurs in the language, P (c), a language model
is used to find the multiplicity of words in a large corpus (section 3.1.1). This corpus is
used to represent the English language as a whole where probabilities of words such as
the, is and ball are far more probable to exist than thin, isle and ballot.

The probability P (w�c) that some word w is typed instead of an intended word c
is largely based on the position of keys on the keyboard. For example, if the intended
word is teacher and instead teacjer is typed, it is more likely that surrounding letters to
the misspelled letter j is the intended one. In this case h, u, i, k, n and m as opposed to
keys far from j such as q or z. How common a spelling error is based on the positional
data of the keyboard represented by confusion matrices as explained in section 3.1.1,
one for each operation. An example run of the implementation is shown below.

# Example usage of the spell correction.
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words = ["Theq", "teacjer", "asignmennts", "aer",

"fnu", "andd", "I", "alss", "lieked",

"yhe", "feild", "tripps"]

print(’ ’.join(spell(word) for word in words))

>>> The teachers assignments aer fun and I also liked the

field trips

From the example, it can be noted that it performs overall very well with an accuracy
rate of about 80% [19]. However, one notable shortcoming is that it did not correct the
simple spelling error aer. Even though it is obvious to humans, the algorithm sees that
are exists in the word list (annual equivalent rate) and thus a correction is not considered.

3.3.4 Stop Words

Stop words are common words in a language that adds little or no contextual value
to a sentence [21]. These can be words like the, a, is and on. The used list of stop
words (section 3.1.1) contains 179 words in which some are abbreviations and one-
worded internet slang such as ”y” instead of ”why”. The implementation is simply to
compare each tokenized word with every word in the word list. Removing stop words
has many advantages as models do not have to take them into account while evaluating
a sentence. However, it does in most cases lessen the informational value of a sentence.
As an example, take the sentence ”I am bad at math but better than the teacher” as
shown below:

# Example usage of stop words removal.
sentence = ["i", "am", "bad", "at", "math", "but",

"better", "than", "the", "teacher"]

sw_removed = [word for word in sentence if word not in

stop_words]

print(’ ’.join(sw_removed))

>>> bad math better teacher

Evaluating this sentence with the stop words removed makes it seem like the math
is bad but that there is a positive sentiment towards the teacher, when in fact it is quite
the opposite.

To tackle this problem, the approach taken in the project is to fork the data up until
this point. One in which the original sentence is kept and one with stop words removed.
The thought process is that the one branch having the stop words removed is more appli-
cable to a model which predicts if a follow-up question is required at all whereas keep-
ing the original preprocessed sentence is more suitable to determine which follow-up to
ask. This is due to the fact that we want to preserve as much contextual information as
possible for the latter. This concept will be explained more thoroughly in the following
sections.
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3.3.5 Lemmatization

Lemmatization and stemming refer to the processes of reducing a word’s inflected form
to its base form. This is done to cut down on the quantity of similar but distinctive words
in a training corpus with the purpose of improving performance in models. Stemming
is a rougher approach that is mostly based on stripping suffixes of words regardless of
the validity of the target word. Lemmatization, on the other hand, is a more statistical
technique which applies vocabulary and linguistic analysis to the process to increase
accuracy [21]. This project utilizes lemmatization which is performed on the previously
defined branch where stop word removal was applied.

The difference between the two techniques and a shortcoming of stemming is illus-
trated in the example below.

# Example usage stemming and lemmatization.
stemmer = nltk.PorterStemmer()

lemmatizer = nltk.WordNetLemmatizer()

word = "wolves"

print("Stem:", stemmer.stem(word))

print("Lemma: ", lemmatizer.lemmatize(word))

>>> Stem: wolv

>>> Lemma: wolf

Both the nltk and SpaCy libraries have functionality to find lemmas in words and
have been thoroughly tested to find the most suitable one for the project. The test was
performed on 691 randomly selected sentences with 4977 words in total from the data
set and was manually validated by going through the resulting lemmatizations. The
results were as follows:

Figure 7: Comparison of the packages.

As seen in figure 7, the SpaCy library was found not only to be significantly better
at finding lemmas but did so with an impressive 100% accuracy rate compared to the
79.2% of nltk. This comparison can, however, be considered slightly unequal in terms
of initial informational requirements as SpaCy needs more information to be functional,
namely the part of speech (POS) of each word. By analysing the POS, it can skip
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pronouns which should not be lemmatized such as it. Moreover, SpaCy is superior
when it comes to words like was where it converts it to be, whereas nltk uses the stem
wa.

An overview of the final preprocessing a sentence undergoes can be seen in figure 8.

Figure 8: Overview of the preprocessing.

3.4 Features

This section will cover both the manually extracted features used to determine whether
a follow-up question is required and the feature representation of sentences used to
determine which follow-up question to ask. The two branches can be seen in figure 8.

This section will cover the extracted features used in the determination of whether
a follow-up question is required at all. The features used to do this is based on the
previously mentioned branch which kept stop words and is seen as the left branch in
figure 8.
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3.4.1 Part of Speech

By thoroughly analyzing the part of speech (POS) of words in sentences that were
deemed containing sufficient information to skip a follow-up question, a clear pattern
was revealed. These sentences did in the majority of cases contain at least one noun,
verb, adjective and adposition to properly satisfy the components explained in section
3.2.1. Other parts of speech were found to have little to no correlation with whether a
question was tagged as requiring a follow-up and were excluded from being considered
as features.

The words having one of the four parts of speech found to be prominent for a given
sentence were obtained and counted where the counts were extracted and used as fea-
tures. An example of this can be seen below.

# Example part of speech feature extraction in a
sentence.

s = "I like the course because of the teacher,

she’s always in a good mood."

tokens = nlp(s)

c = Counter(([token.pos_ for token in tokens if token.

pos_ in [’NOUN’, ’VERB’, ’ADJ’, ’ADP’]]))

print(dict(c))

>>> {’NOUN’: 3, ’ADP’: 3, ’VERB’: 2, ’ADJ’: 1}

The Python library SpaCy was used to predict the POS of words in a sentence with
its medium-sized model as explained in 3.1.1.

3.4.2 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is a subfield within NLP in which the emotional attitude of a given
text is interpreted [23]. The sentiment of a text is typically categorized into one of three
classes - positive, neutral or negative. This can be immensely useful in certain tasks
such as hotel review classification.

The sentiment of a text is measured on a scale between -1.0 and 1.0, where -1.0
represents maximum negativity and 1.0 maximum positivity. A sentiment value of 0.0
is considered completely neutral and values in the range [-0.25, 0.25] are neutral but
leaning towards some end of the spectrum. The scale is illustrated in figure 9. The
sentiment analysis is performed through Google Cloud’s natural language API [22].

Figure 9: The sentiment scale.
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In the scope of this project, the sentiment analysis was carried out with a hypothesis
that a pattern between the frequency of answers requiring a follow-up and sentiment
would be unveiled. More specifically, that answers with a sentiment leaning towards
the negative side more often requires a deeper explanation of the negative feeling, thus
more frequently requires a follow-up. This hypothesis was, even though the difference
was modest, confirmed by analyzing the max, min and mean sentiment values of the
previously tagged answers of both cases respectively. This is plotted in fig 10.

(a) Follow-up required. (b) No follow-up required.

Figure 10: Box plots of the sentiment in answers.

As can be noted from the plot, the answers tagged as not requiring a follow-up
question (subplot 10b) has a greater mean sentiment value (≈ 0.29) than its counterpart
(subplot 10a, ≈ 0.22). This realization made the sentiment value eligible to be extracted
as a feature for determining whether a follow-up question is required.

Furthermore, it can be noted that the sentiment analysis heavily influences the pro-
cessing time of the feature extraction. The reason for this is that the Google Cloud
servers have to to be called for every sentence. By omitting the call and timing execu-
tion it was found that the sentiment analysis on average amounted for 98% of the total
preprocessing and feature extraction execution time. This was on average 1.32 seconds
out of the total elapsed time of 1.35 seconds. Other notable time consumers were the
coreference resolution and part-of-speech extraction which jointly amounted for about
1.6 percent (21.6 ms). The time consumed during preprocessing and feature extraction
are shown in figure 11.

3.4.3 Coreference Resolution

Coreference resolution refers to the task of finding coreferences in a text, i.e. words
that refer to the same entity. An example of this is the sentence ”The teacher is good
but she is very strict” where both the the teacher and she refers to the same entity,
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Figure 11: Pie charts of the consumed processing time where the rightmost is depicted
without the sentiment analysis

namely the teacher. Coreference resolution is an old field within NLP but has had a big
upswing in recent years due to the increase of new approaches such as reinforcement and
deep learning. Where older techniques generally were trained on manually extracted
linguistic features, newer ones utilize modern word embeddings (further described in
section 3.4.5) to cover a much wider spectrum of informational value in words [24].

The resolution in the project is based on NeuralCoref [25], a SpaCy extension which
using word embeddings trained on the OntoNotes Corpus dataset as explained in section
3.1.1. The resulting coreferences are counted and are used as a feature for determining
whether a follow-up question is required. This was found to be an effective feature
as answers containing coreferences are likely to be more elaborate than not due to the
increased difficulty of being vague while referring to the same entity multiple times.
This can be seen in figure 12 where the sole fact that both Bob and Alice are references
twice each indicates that the user in some way is expanding the information on them.

Figure 12: Example coreference resolution.

3.4.4 Bag-of-Words

The bag-of-words model is one of the most widely known techniques for extracting
and representing textual data as features [26]. The name originates from its basic func-
tionality of discarding all grammatical structure and word order by only looking at the
multiplicity of words in a set of words. Thus, putting all words in the same ”bag” with
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disregard to the individual context and position of each word. Note that the disregard
for word order only holds true for unigrams. Example sentence:

I really liked the teacher, she helped me understand

the content.

Applying the bag-of-words model to this sentence first requires it to be tokenized.
Tokenization is the process of separating a string based on some predetermined delim-
iter, usually the space delimiter ” ”. Applying this technique to the string above yields
the following.

"I", "really", "liked", "the", "teacher", ",", "she", "

helped", "me", "understand", "the", "content", "."

The collection of tokens can now be applied to the bag-of-words-model by counting
every occurrence of a word and presenting it in a key-pair structure:

list1 = {"I" : 1, "really" : 1, "liked" : 1, "the" : 2, "

teacher" : 1, "she" : 1, "helped" : 1, "me" : 1, "

understand" : 1, "content" : 1}

This multiset of words is all known words in the sentence with its counted occur-
rences, punctuation and other signs ignored. Thus, except for the word ”the” which
is appearing twice and is assigned the integer 2, all words in the set are assigned the
integer 1. Note that the word order is not static: the list above with a mixed order of
pairs is still the same bag. Further sentences appended to the existing string will form
disjoint unions with the string by summing the occurrences of each individual tokenized
element as such:

BoW = BoW �NewBoW

E.g. the sentence I did understand the assignments, which applied to the bag-of-
words model yields:

list2 = {"I" : 1, "did" : 1, "understand" : 1, "the" : 1,

"assignments" : 1}

and when joined with the previous string results in:

{"I" : 2, "really" : 1, "liked" : 1, "the" : 3, "teacher",

"she" : 1, "helped" : 1, "me" : 1, "understand" : 2, "

content" : 1, "did" : 1, "assignments" : 1}

The sets can in turn be vectorized to create term frequency vectors which later are
to be used as features by machine learning models. Vectorization of the two individual
key-pair lists produces the following features:
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list1 = [1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0]

list2 = [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1]

The idea is that these vectors represent the most important words in their respective
strings due to the higher multiplicity of each important word. However, the importance
of each individual word in the sense of frequency in the language, in general, is ne-
glected. E.g. words like ”the” and ”and” are likely to always dominate the multiplicity
of a string. Words like these, commonly referred to as stop words, are words that add
little, or no informational value to a sentence and are usually removed after tokeniza-
tion. This will generate a more fairly distributed vector as stop words do not ”compete”
with regular, rarer words.

One of the model’s greatest strengths, namely its simplicity and straight-forward
approach is also the root of its major weaknesses. In human languages, words can
be connected in an infinite number of different ways, all with a different meaning and
context. By only looking at the multiplicity of words, there is a tremendous loss in the
information about what is really being said. This issue is especially apparent in two
cases. The first being in regards to neglected word structure as exemplified in the figure
below where there is no way to tell whether it was the teacher or exam that was horrible.

Text: The teacher was great and the exam was horrible.

Model: {"teacher" : 1, "exam" : 1, "great" : 1, "

horrible" : 1}

Secondly, depending on context and domain, a word can have an entirely different
meaning if put into another context. The word ”set” is considered to be one of the most
diverse words in the English language in regards to having multiple meanings depending
on the context, namely possessing 464 definitions in the Oxford English Dictionary [27].
A few randomly selected definitions can be seen in the table below.

• To disappear below the horizon: ”The sun set at seven that evening.”

• To provide or establish as a model: ”A parent must set a good example for the
children.”

• To cost: ”That coat set me back $1,000.”

• A group of things of the same kind that belong together and are so used: ”a chess
set.”

• A succession of pieces played by an ensemble, as a dance band or jazz group,
before or after an intermission.

This highlights the complexity of human language and demonstrates issues that can
arise by utilizing the bag-of-words model in context-sensitive problems. In the next
section an alternative method of encoding word information will be presented, word
embeddings.
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3.4.5 Word Embeddings

As opposed to the Bag-of-words model where every word is represented as an integer in
a vector, with word embeddings, each word is instead represented as a vector itself. A
natural consequence of this huge increase in vector space is that much more information
about a word can be encoded. Namely, the method allows us to touch on the subject of
word meaning and context, the prominent lackluster feature of the bag-of-words model
[28].

This is accomplished by mapping the semantic meaning of words to a geometric
space referred to as the embedding space. Each embedding of a word is assigned a
location in the vector space and the distance between vectors can be used as a measure
of resemblance between words. Typically cosine similarity is used for this purpose
which measures the cosine of the angle between the inner product space of two given
vectors:

similarity = cos(✓) = A⋅B��A�� ��B�� = ∑n
k=1 AkBk�∑n

k=1 A2
k

�∑n
k=1 B2

k

,

where A and B represents two word embedded vectors and its components.
Assuming the embedding space is well-trained, the resulting cosine angle does not

only capture kindred subjects (”teacher” and ”professor”) or synonyms (”good” and
”great”) of a word but also far more distant relations. For example, the vectors repre-
senting the words ”tulip” and ”Holland” is expected to be closer in the embedding space
than that of ”tulip” and ”Sweden”. This concept is illustrated in figure 13, highlighting
the words teacher and professor.

The word embedding representation of the answers used in the project is based on
pre-trained embeddings from GloVe as explained in section 3.1.1. These embeddings
which are trained on billions of words improves the value of our own data substantially
as it enables kindred words to be valued similarly by the model. Note that neither the
original nor fully pre-processed answers were used as data but instead the partially pre-
processed answers as seen in the left branch in fig 8.

The initial step was to create a vocabulary of all words in all answers. This was
achieved through the Keras preprocessing library 3 and resulted in a vocabulary of 889
unique words. The index of the vocabulary is based on the frequency of the words -
more frequent words are assigned lower indices. Thus, the word the had index 1, I had
index 2 and so forth. An example is shown below.

# Example creation of a vocabulary.
tokenizer = Tokenizer(num_words=MAX)

tokenizer.fit_on_texts(sentences)

print(tokenizer.word_index)

3Keras [online] Available at: https://keras.io/
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Figure 13: Visualization of an embedding space where teacher and professor are high-
lighted.

>>> ’the’: 1, ’i’: 2, ’is’: 3, ..., ’dialogue’: 887, ’

curriculum’: 888, opportunity’: 889

Each sentence in the set is then transformed into a vector of integers based on the
created vocabulary. Using the words from the example above, the sentence ”The cur-
riculum is opportunity” would result in the vector [1 888 3 889]. Words absent from
the vocabulary, i.e. words that never was seen during the training of a model, will be
ignored. As most sentences will be of varying length, the vectors are zero-padded to a
pre-determined length. The padding used was 300, i.e all word vectors were appended
to a length of 300.

The pre-trained GloVe embeddings are at this point loaded for the words in the vo-
cabulary. As the number of words in the pre-trained embeddings are in the many hun-
dreds of thousands, only words existent in the vocabulary were loaded. Each word was
represented by a 300-dimensional vector of floats where words only occurring in the vo-
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cabulary were zeroed. Thus, the total size of the word embeddings were 300 dimensions
multiplied by the vocabulary size of 889, which is equal to 266 700. This highlights the
importance of only using words present in the vocabulary as using the full set would
result in enormous embeddings. A heavily truncated vector for the word the is shown
below where the 300 floating point values in the range [-1, 1] represents the location of
the word in the embedding space.

# Showcase of "the"’s embedding vector.
print(embedding_matrix[1])

>>> [ 4.65600006e-02 2.13180006e-01 -7.43639981e-03

-4.58539993e-01

-3.56389992e-02 2.36430004e-01 -2.88360000e-01

2.15210006e-01

...

-7.99129978e-02 1.94999993e-01 3.15489992e-02

2.85059988e-01

-8.74610022e-02 9.06109996e-03 -2.09889993e-01

5.39130010e-02]

Determining the presence of words from the vocabulary in the provided pre-trained
embeddings was achieved by dividing the size of the vocabulary by the number of non-
zeroed vectors. This amounted to 842

889 = 0.947, i.e. roughly 94.5% vocabulary coverage
of the word embeddings.

The actual utilization of the embeddings in a model will be explained in section 4.2.

4 Method

This section will explain the process of implementing the models used to realize the
concepts explained in the previous chapter. This includes scaling the features, the archi-
tecture of the models and the process of implementing different slot-filling mechanics
to alter the questions.

4.1 Binary Model

This section describes the binary model, the classifier which predicts whether an answer
contains sufficient information or requires a follow-up question (goal 1) as outlined in
section 1. The binary model is trained on the manually extracted features from a sen-
tence explained in the previous section instead of their bag-of-words or word embed-
ding representations. This is illustrated in figure 14. The data set used is the previously
tagged educational data as explained in section 3.1.1.
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The model is implemented using Keras, an open-source deep learning library which
runs on top of Tensorflow 4.

Figure 14: Overview of the feature vector used in the binary model.

4.1.1 Feature Scaling

The data set is split into two sets. A training set which the neural network is trained
upon and an independent test set used to validate the accuracy of the model. The ratio
between the sets are 8:2, i.e. 80% of the data is used to train and 20% to validate the
model. As the integers representing the different features in the vector fluctuates greatly
depending on what it represents, the vector needed to undergo some means of re-scaling.
The primary methods utilized and compared are normalization and standardization.

Normalization refers to the process of scaling all values into the range [0, 1]. This is
accomplished using equation 7 where xnew is the re-scaled value and xmax and xmin are
the largest and smallest values in the set respectively. On the other hand, standardization
(equation 8) refers to centering the values around 0 while keeping the values free of
boundaries. This is done by calculating and subtracting the mean value µ of the feature
vector from the feature and dividing it by its standard deviation.

xnew = x − xmin

xmax − xmin
(7) xnew = x − µ

�
(8)

Both the normalization and standardization of the data vectors are implemented us-
ing the sklearn library from scikit-learn. Standardization was chosen as the final feature
scaling method as it was found to provide the highest increase in test accuracy - gener-
ally by a factor of 2-3%. Normalization of the data provided no noticeable difference.

4TensorFlow [Online]. Available at: http://tensorflow.org
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4.1.2 Model Architecture

The binary model architecture consists of a neural network with three layers - one input
layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. The input layer consists of six neurons
as that is the size of the extracted feature vector as shown in figure 14. These are the
part-of-speech information, count of coreferences and sentiment values. The hidden
layer amounts to five neurons densely connected to the six neurons of the input layer.
Finally, the output layer has one neuron which outputs a binary class, whether a follow-
up question is required or not, and is connected to the nodes of the hidden layer. The
network is illustrated in figure 15.

Figure 15: The neural network of the binary model.

The number of hidden layers was set to one as it was deemed sufficient for the
task as one layer is capable of approximating any function with a continuous mapping
between finite spaces [29]. However, the number of nodes in that layer was chosen by
exhaustive testing while following general guidelines proposed by Jeff Heaton in the
book Introduction to Neural Networks for Java [30]. Jeff proposes that the number of
hidden neurons should lie between the number of input nodes and the number of output
nodes, in this case between 1 and 6. Furthermore, he recommends that the number of
hidden nodes should amount for two-thirds of the size of the input layer plus the number
of output nodes, in this case, five. This was also the number of hidden nodes that yielded
the best results during testing.

The activation function used for the nodes in the hidden layer is the rectified linear
unit (ReLU). The function is defined as:

f(x) =max(0, x) (9)

Thus, for any negative values the neuron will output zero and for any positive x the
output will equal x. This has several advantages compared to other activation functions.
One is that it is much less computationally heavy compared to other activation functions
such as the sigmoid function. This is not only due to its mathematical simplicity if its
implementation but also because it causes the neurons of a network to fire more sparsely.
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This occurs as a consequence of having half the values being zeroed in the case of a
mean-centered data set which we do have after the standardization explained in section
4.1. This is illustrated in figure 16.

Figure 16: Plot of the ReLU activation function.

The activation function does not only come in on positive notes, it does suffer
from the dying ReLU problem which can cause neurons of becoming unresponsive to
changes, i.e. dead. This occurs in cases where all inputs xi to a neuron is situated on
the flat negative side of the function as there is no chance of recovery from this state -
no reweighing or learning can take place. A fix to this is using a ”Leaky” ReLU [31],
which adds a tiny gradient to the otherwise flat side - allowing dead neurons to have a
chance to revive. A leaky ReLU with a slope of 0.01x was implemented as activation
function for the hidden layer but yielded no noticeable difference in performance. It was
concluded that the data is very unlikely suffer from the problem and the default ReLU
was chosen instead.

The sigmoid function was chosen as activation function for the node in the output
layer. The sigmoid function is defined as:

F (x) = 1

1 + e−x (10)

The output will not be zero-centered but be squashed into the range (0,1). This
could be troublesome during earlier layers of the network as the rest of the network
is zero-centered and could induce a zig-zagging behaviour in the update of weights
during backpropagation as all weights will be either positive or negative. This is the
main reason why sigmoid has fallen out of fashion and is often replaced with the tanh
activation function which is zero-centered with the range [-1, 1].

However, as the task is to make a binary classification, i.e. classifying data as either
1 or 0, it does make sense to use sigmoid as the activation function in the final layer. It
was found that using tanh did not improve the network but did make it more complex
as the output required to be shifted into the range [0,1].

Logarithmic loss, or cross-entropy, was used to measure the accuracy of the model.
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It is defined for a binary classification as:

−(y log(p)) + (1 − y) log(1 − p)), (11)

where p is the probability predicted by the model and y is the correct label.
It was considered the most suitable function to use as the problem is binary and

is well fitting to the sigmoidal activation function of the last layer. Furthermore, the
logarithmic nature of the function causes it to be ruthless to predictions that are very
wrong. As an example, predicting with a probability of 0.01 that an answer requires a
follow-up which is labeled as requiring one will be calculated as:

loss = − �y log(p)) + (1 − y) log(1 − p)� (12)

= − �1 log(0.01)) + (1 − 1) log(1 − 0.01)� (13)

= − �log(0.01))� (14)
= 2 (15)

Similarly, probabilities very close to the actual label will cause the loss to converge
towards zero and be negligible.

The determining factor of how the weights in the network updates during each epoch
of backpropagation is outlined by the optimizer. Thus, the goal of the optimizer is to
minimize the chosen cross-entropy loss function. The optimizer used for the model
was the Adam optimizer [32]. Adam is like most other optimizers based on gradient
descent and expands it by using past gradients to calculate current gradients while also
implementing momentum for increased convergence rate.

The number of epochs to run during training is not defined in advance as the model
utilizes early stopping. Early stopping is used to avoid overfitting the data by halting the
training if the validation accuracy has not improved during the past 30 iterations. This
normally occurs somewhere between epoch 100 and 200.

The maximum training and testing accuracy the model was able to achieve using
explained methods was around 90%. The accuracy and loss is plotted in figure 17.

4.2 Multi-Classification Model

This section explains the classification model used to determine which follow-up ques-
tion to use in the case where the binary model has deemed one necessary, thus the sec-
ond goal of the project as described in section 1. The section will compare training the
model on two different feature representations of the actual words in an answer, namely
bag-of-words and word embeddings. A schematic of this is shown in fig 18. This model
is, as with the previously explained binary model, implemented using Keras.
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Figure 17: Plot of the accuracy and loss of the data sets where the x-axis represents the
number of elapsed epochs.

Similarly to the binary model, the data set used for this model is split into two sets.
One training set and one test set with the ratio 80% to 20 % between the respective set.

The feature data is as explained in section 3.4, represented as either bag-of-words or
word embeddings. Two distinctive models were set up for both respective feature repre-
sentations for comparison reasons and to maximize the probability of a good outcome.

Both models were to classify one of the eight tagged follow-up questions twice as
explained in section 3.2.2. One time for the primary follow-up category tagged data and
one for the secondary tagged data. The selected question in the primary round was not
omitted from the second round, i.e. there was a possibility that the same question was
selected in both rounds.

4.2.1 The Word Embeddings Model

The word embeddings model is made up of an input layer, a hidden layer, a pooling
layer and an output layer. The input layer had the size of the vocabulary as explained in
section 3.4.5, namely 890 entries. The maximum length of the input sequence, i.e. the
maximum number of words in a sentence was set to 100.

The first hidden layer is an embedding layer where the weights are initialized to the
pre-trained GloVe embeddings [13]. This layer acts as a look-up table for each word in a
sentence. In other words, for an inputted tokenized sentence where each word wi in the
vocabulary has an integer index i, the vector representation �vi is given. For example, the
sentence ”Less reading” which is represented by the vector [56 102 00 01 02 ... 0298]will
be substituted by its embedding representation [�v56 �v102 �v0 �v0 �v0 ... �v0]. Thus, resulting
in a 2D matrix of with an output shape of 100x300.

The layer is trainable, i.e. the weights of the layer will be updated during training
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Figure 18: Overview of the feature vectors in the multi-class model

instead of keeping the embedding space of the GloVe representation. This was found to
improve the accuracy of the model by approximately 5 percentage points on average.

As the dense output layer expects a vector and not the 2D matrix currently at hand,
the matrix is down-sampled to one dimension by max pooling. The pooling layer
achieves this by taking the max value for each input feature vector. As a consequence,
the spatial information of the sentence will be lost, i.e. the word order and structure.
However, the local information captured about the words is preserved, e.g. the impor-
tance of the word bad. This occurs as the pooling is applied to the word axis and not the
embedding axis. The resulting output of the layer is thus a vector of size 300.

The pooling layer is interconnected with a dense output layer with eight neurons
- one for each classification target, namely the follow-up questions. The activation
function used in the layer was the softmax function. Softmax is defined as:

F (yi) = eyi

∑n
j=1 eyj

(16)

where yi is each vector element with index i.
The output of the softmax function will represent the probabilities of each categor-

ical follow-up question distribution which together sums up to 1. Thus, it converts the
value vector into an actual class label. The loss function used that the softmax func-
tion tries to minimize is the categorical cross-entropy. The categorical cross-entropy
is a more general case of the binary cross-entropy explained in eq.11 which was an
expansion of:

− C�
c=1

yo,c log(p(o, c)) (17)
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where the number of classes C was set equal to 2. Thus, in the case of the categorical
loss, the sum of log losses are taken across all class predictions.

The Adam optimizer was, as explained in section 4.1, once again used as the op-
timizer of choice. Furthermore, early stopping was employed once again but with a
longer patience of 40 epochs. This generally halted the training execution after about
60 epochs. The accuracy and loss of the model can be seen in figure 19.

Figure 19: Plot of the accuracy and loss of the training and test set in the embedding
model. The x-axis represents the number of elapsed epochs.

The model quickly overfitted the data, reaching 99% training accuracy after about
30 epochs. To delay and counteract the overfitting, utilizing dropout was attempted
and assessed [33]. Dropout is a technique in which a specified rate of random neurons
is ignored during each forward-pass, resulting in no weight updates for the ignored
neurons in the backward-pass. However, applying dropout, which was done between
the pooling layer and the output layer, overall reduced the performance of the model.
With 20% dropout, the training accuracy did take about 10 additional epochs to converge
to 100% but the test accuracy was decreased from approximately 67% to about 60%.

This is likely a consequence of several structural decisions concerning the model.
One being that of the network structure which only contains two learning layers. This
forces the dropout to be applied right before the output layer which might cause the
random fluctuations to be unrecoverable for the model before classification, resulting in
reduced performance. Furthermore, the original paper on dropout, Dropout: A Simple
Way to Prevent Neural Networks from Overfitting [33], proposes that dropout is applied
between dense layers which is not the case in the implemented model. For these reasons,
dropout was elected to not be used for the final model.
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4.2.2 The Bag-Of-Words Model

The second model was based on the bag-of-words features generated in section 3.4.4
and consisted of an input of size 1009, two hidden layers and an output layer of size 8.
The network structure can be seen in figure 20.

Figure 20: Overview of the bag-of-words model.

The number of neurons in each hidden layer was chosen by hyperparameter op-
timization through Talos, a Python package which simplifies testing different sets of
parameters [34]. Various combinations of 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 neurons for the two hid-
den layers were tested where 32 neurons overall showed a slightly favorable accuracy
in the model.

Both hidden layers employed the ReLU activation function as explained in section
4.1 and the softmax activation function (c.f. section 4.1) was used in the output layer.

Applying dropout is in this case justified according to previous reasoning (section
4.2.1) as there are two interconnected dense layers which are not situated right before
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the output. This was confirmed during testing as applying a 50% dropout rate between
the two layers improved the accuracy of the model by approximately three percentage
points.

The number of epochs was again based on early stopping which generally stopped
training at around 40 epochs and a plot of the results can be seen in figure 21.

Figure 21: Plot of the accuracy and loss of the training and test set in the bag-of-words
model.

The model similarly to the embedding model quickly overfits the training data and
reaches a ceiling in test accuracy. The resulting accuracy was poor in comparison to the
embedding model with an accuracy of about 58%. This comes as no surprise due to the
superior sentence representation and architecture used in the embeddings model.

However, training the bag-of-words model is considerably faster than training the
embedding model and takes about 4 seconds to undergo the 40 epochs. This can be
compared to the embedding model which requires closer to 80 seconds. As time was
not an issue with the amount of data at hand, it was deemed that there was not reason to
proceed with the bag-of-words model.

4.3 Slot Filling

This section describes the implementation of the third sub-task (section 1), slot filling.
The different slot filling mechanisms is dependant on the chosen follow-up question,
thus not all user answers undergo the same process. The more specific follow-up ques-
tions typically require more analyzing of the answer to properly fill the respective slots.
The general structure is shown in figure 22.

The analysis assumes that the correct follow-up question was chosen by the models
explained in the previous section.
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Figure 22: Overview of the different types of slot filling.

4.3.1 Subject-Verb-Object Analyzer

The foundation of the analysis done in the slot filling section lies in the ability to deter-
mine the subject and object of an answer. This is vital not only for the second (purple)
question in figure 22, but both the plurality and tense analysis also requires information
on what the subject of an answer is. This will be further explained in their respective
subsections.

A Subject-verb-object (SVO) is a sentence structure in which the subject comes
first, the verb second and the object last [35]. The English language is considered an
SVO-language whereas for example, the Korean language builds their sentences in the
order Subject-Object-Verb (SOV). Furthermore, there are several alternations, or sub-
structures, of SVO. An example of this is the Subject-Verb-Adverb structure and the
Subject-Verb-Adjective structure, all of which follow the general structure of the re-
spective language and will henceforth be referred to as SVO. As most answers in the
dataset are of describing nature, i.e. the feelings of the user towards something, most an-
swers will follow the word order Subject-Verb-Adjective (but will be denoted as SVO).
An example of this can be seen in table 8.
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English The assignments are annoying
Korean The assignments annoying are

Table 8: The SVO and SOV structure color coded as subject, verb and object (adjective).

The first sentence of the second (purple) follow-up question in figure 22 tries to take
advantage of the fact that this type of sentence structure is so common in English and
particularly in the dataset. The question utilizing the pattern can be seen as:

Okay, (Subject) (Predicate) (Object). Could you elaborate some more on what made (it/them/him/her) so (Object)?

Being successful in finding the pattern can thus be used to affirm the answer while
also heavily strengthening the feeling that the bot understood what was said and asked
the follow-up question based on that information. The difference in terms of perceived
intelligence is apparent when comparing it to a case where it is not used:

USER: The teacher was helpful.
BOT: Okay, the teacher was helpful. Could you elaborate on what made her so

helpful?

USER: The teacher was helpful.
BOT: Okay, could you elaborate on what made her that?

Delimitations made to this version of the analysis was to solely use inflections of
the verb be. This was to simplify the implementation process due to the complexity in
inflecting objects following non-be verbs. For example, the answer ”The teacher talks
quietly” would require the inflection [quietly → quiet] to be made to be grammatically
correct for the second appearance of the object.

The analyzer is written in Python and relies on SpaCy to extract part-of-speech and
utilizing its dependency parser. An overview of the analysis can be seen in figure 23.

Figure 23: Overview of the SVO analyzer.
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The first step in deciding whether an answer is structured as a fitting SVO is to
extract two pieces of information from every word in the sentence. These are the part-
of-speech and word dependencies.

The part-of-speech information is, like in section 3.4.1, extracted with SpaCy and
works by labeling every word as being e.g. a noun, pronoun, verb or conjunction. This
information acts as a filter to omit words not belonging to one of the predetermined
SVO-groupings.

The word dependencies are the syntactic relationship between the words of a sen-
tence. This is required as solely looking at separate words does not provide contextual
information of how a sentence is built. The word dependencies are extracted using
SpaCy’s dependency parser which builds a parse tree to represent a sentence which was
found to be very reliable. An example can be seen in figure 24.

Figure 24: Visualization of a SpaCy parse tree.

The relation between words are labeled with dependency tags such as nsubj and
acomp seen in the example above. These are short for nominal subject and adjectival
complement respectively and are of uttermost importance for the task of finding fitting
SVO patterns.

A nominal subject is the syntactic subject of a clause, i.e. the ”do-er” of a clause.
Thus, in the case where all components of the SVO pattern are found, the nominal
subject acts as the subject. Therefore the answer is, as an initial step, scanned for any
existing nominal subject dependencies contained in the sentence. Upon finding one, it
is ensured that the word can be used as the subject by checking whether the word is a
pronoun. A pronoun would pose problems as it would require complex inflections to be
made to the subject word which was deemed to be outside the scope of the project.

The adjectival complement of a verb is an adjective phrase which can be seen as
the object of a verb. In figure 24, helpful is the acomp of the verb was. To properly
explain how the acomps are evaluated, the root of a sentence must first be mentioned.
The sentence root is, as the name suggests, the root node of the parse tree. Thus, the root
is the structural center of a sentence. There were two found cases which were suitable
to use in the SVO patterns.

The first case concerns where the sentence root is a centered verb and there exists
an adjectival complement to that root, e.g. the case found in figure 24 where was is the
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root its dependency helpful is an adjectival complement. Thus, was is selected as the
pattern predicate and helpful as the object.

However, there are also suitable sentences lacking an adjectival complement and a
centered verb root which are suitable to be used for the pattern. An example of this is the
answer The presentation was engaging. Here, the root is the describing verb engaging
where was is acting as an auxiliary verb to that root. In other words, adding grammatical
meaning in the form of present tense. For this special case, the auxiliary was is turned
into the predicate and engaging is the object despite being the root. This is visualized in
figure 25.

Figure 25: Dependency parse tree of the sentence.

Finally, it is ensured that the sentence is written in active and not passive voice.
The difference between the two is that when using an active voice the subject of the
sentence is acting upon something denoted by the verb [36]. An example of this is the
sentence The homework taught me a lot where the homework is the ”do-er”, teaching the
object me. On the contrary, if the same sentence had been in passive voice it could have
been I was taught a lot by the homework, thus reversing the doer-action-object order
and introducing additional formatting issues. Therefore every sentence was analyzed
to find those written in passive voice. This was accomplished using the parse tree’s
dependencies and finding sentences containing both a passive nominal subject (I in the
example) and a passive auxiliary verb (was in the example).

If all patterns are matched, i.e. the subject, predicate and object, while also com-
plying with being written in an active voice, the model-chosen question is considered
to be a valid fit for the answer. Even though the model may have chosen the follow-up
question described in the section as the most suitable question, on the occasion where
the pattern matching was unsuccessful the question is deemed to be inoperative. Thus,
the question will instead default to the least specific question namely Could you be a bit
more specific?.

4.3.2 Tense Analyzer

A vital aspect of creating a question which sounds natural to the user requires properly
adjusting the grammatical tense of the question. Not abiding by this and e.g. only using
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present tense could cause strangely sounding conversations like:

USER: I liked the last exam.
BOT: Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate on what makes it so good?

The intention of the question is just as well conveyed with makes instead of made - it
practically makes no difference to a human’s ability to answer it. However, in terms of
creating a natural speaking bot inquirer to substitute a human inquirer, it makes a world
of difference. It unveils not only that the bot can make a grammatical mistake but more
so that it highlights that it is an actual bot that the user is talking to. A human would
extremely rarely make a tense error during a conversation.

The tense analyzer is built in Python and once more relies on SpaCy to extract part-
of-speech information and pattern.en5 to analyze verb conjugations. Furthermore, it
utilizes the SVO-extraction mechanism described in section 4.3.1. Note that the SVO-
analyzer is used to extract a component regardless of whether it finds the remaining
components in the answer, i.e. it extracts a subject regardless of whether a verb or an
object was found.

The analysis primarily focuses on the verb of a sentence as that is usually the de-
termining factor of a sentence’s tense. The SpaCy engine is initially used to extract
the POS of every word in the sentence. This information is used to filter words based
on whether they are likely to be tense deterministic. This includes checking whether
there is a verb that is in a non-base form, e.g. been or was but not be. Other relevant
information used is to filter the words by whether there exist base-formed verbs that are
preceded by modal verbs as this tends to incline future tense. For example, when the
modal verb will is followed by the base verb be, the grammatical tense is likely to be
future.

The subject analyzer and the plurality and person inheritance analyzer (introduced
in the next section) are then incorporated as input to the pattern.en engine which based
on these predicts a conjugated phrase in past, present and future tense. This is then
compared to the verb phrase in the sentence to determine whether any changes occurred
and if it is grammatically correct. The accuracy of the conjugation algorithm is 91%
[38].

The sentence is then scored based on whether possible filtered phrase conjunctions
were found that the engine was able to inflect. For example, assuming the tense deter-
mining phrase, did read was found in the sentence I did read the chapters but still failed
the course. In this case, the pattern.en engine will (if successful) inflect the phrase as
did read, do read and will read for past, present and future tense. As it failed to identify
an inflection for the past tense, the likelihood that the sentence is written in that tense
is increased. Next, the process is replicated for the other relevant verb failed which will

5pattern.en [Online]. Available at: https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/pages/pattern-en
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also be shown to be in past tense. As there are no conflicting tenses in the sentence, the
entire sentence is predicted to have been written in past tense.

In cases where there are conflicting tense phrases in the same sentence, past and fu-
ture tense have precedence over present tense due to their often more prominent speci-
ficity. A sentence containing one past and one present tense was found to very rarely
collectively be of present nature. For example, the sentence I did every homework be-
cause I like the teacher has two conflicting phrase-tenses, I did every homework as the
past phrase and I like the teacher as a present tense. Even though they are scored equally
the sentence as a whole is of past tense and thus past tense boasts precedency.

The predicted tense is then used to slot fill the two questions utilizing the mechanism
accordingly. These questions can be seen in figure 22. However, only past (made) and
present (makes) tensed sentences are accepted as a substitute for the (makes/made)-slot
due to the grammatical structure of the questions - using one of them to question a
future-tensed answer sounds unnatural. If there is an answer which has been predicted
to be of future tense, the question classification model was likely wrong to predict the
question in the first place. Instead, in this case, the question is re-routed to another
question based on one condition. If the second-most suitable question is predicted to
be ”How do you think ( /that) that would improve the [object]?”, then that question
is selected due to its future-tensed nature. In all other cases, the question defaults to
”Could you be a little more specific?”. An example demonstrating this is the answer
”I think a better way to interact would be to post more videos about problems” which
if correctly predicted for the secondary question would instead be more suitable to be
followed up by ”How do you think that would improve the course?”. The system flow
for the example is depicted in figure 26.

Figure 26: Example of the system choosing the secondary question due to the tense.

4.3.3 Plurality and Person Inheritance Analyzer

Two of the follow-up questions requires adapting the question to whether the user was
talking about a single entity or multiple entities. Furthermore, these questions require
checking whether that entity is a person, like a teacher, or an object such as a blackboard.
The questions which utilize this characteristic are:
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Glad/Sorry to hear that! Could you elaborate on what (made/makes) (it/them/him/her) so good/bad?
Okay, ( /the ) (was/were) . Could you elaborate some more on what (made/makes) (it/them/him/her) ?

The colored strings are where the described analyzer will play a part and adapt to one
of the words within the parenthesis. As an example, the answer I liked the homework
in the course, a fitting answer to the first question, would see the placeholder being
substituted by it whereas the sentence I liked all three homeworks in the course should
be substituted by them.

A problem arises when dealing with a person such as a teacher instead of an object
like homework. The reason being that the singular form of a person-inherited word
would also result in it which can be considered rude, even by a bot. For example, the
follow-up question for the answer I liked the teacher in the course should be ”... Could
you elaborate on what made him or her so good?” not ”... made it so good?”. Solving
this issue requires some method of determining whether every possible entity of an
answer is an object or an actual person.

The tense checker is built upon two Python libraries inflect 6 and SpaCy. The inflect
library is built to ease the generation of ordinals, plurals, indefinite articles and con-
verting numbers into literals. For the purpose of the analyzer, it is used to aid in the
determination of word plurality.

Only nouns of an answer are considered for the analysis as they convey the plurality
aspect of a sentence. Thus, other parts-of-speech are in the initial stage filtered out by
analyzing the POS of all the words in the sentence. The inflect engine is used as a
base to analyze each noun individually to see whether there is a singular inflection to
the word at hand. The engine expects only a plural noun input will return the word’s
inflected singular form where it is deemed correct. Therefore, in cases where the only
noun of a sentence is considered to have a singular form by the engine, it can be assumed
that the whole sentence is of plural nature. However, the engine poorly handles words
which ends in s or ss such as the noun class, and will falsely return clas as the singular
version of the word. S-ending nouns like these are handled separately by ensuring that
the target’s singular form is a valid English word.

Analyzing the plurality of separate nouns does however not reveal the full story in
sentences where there are multiple nouns present. Take the sentence

Both the teacher and the guest speaker were great.

as an example. The nouns are singulars separately but together forms a plural clause.
Thus, nouns tagged as being in singular form by the inflect engine are always analyzed a
second time to ensure that the first prediction holds by looking at whether they together
with an additional noun forms a plurality clause. This is achieved using the parse tree

6inflect library [Online]. Available at: https://github.com/jazzband/inflect
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explained in section 4.3.1 to extract subject clauses and in cases where the coordinating
conjunction ”and” separates two singular noun phrases it can be assumed that the whole
clause is in plural form.

Moreover, the subject-verb agreement of a sentence conveys that a verb must agree
with its subject in terms of plurality [37]. In the previous example the agreement is
that the verb be should be in plural form to match the subject the teacher and the
guest speaker, thus be inflected as were instead of was. In the implemented version
it was assumed that answers put into the system were grammatically correct and thus
the agreement was not further analyzed upon plural discovery.

With the analysis so far the system can determine whether it should fill the plurality
slot with them or it respectively. This also works equally good for the them-case when
the subject is persons, e.g. replying ...what made them so good? to the answer The
teachers were great. However, in cases which are predicted to be in singular form, this
no longer holds true. Thus, every singular subject is analyzed a third time to exam-
ine whether the word is inherited from the word person. This is achieved using nltk’s
WordNet 7 module, a lexical database for the English language. The module allows one
to look up semantically equivalent groups of words called synsets which in turn can be
used to find the hypernyms of a word. A hypernym of an arbitrary word is a less specific
grouping of that word, i.e. the word is in some way inherited from that hypernym. By
looking at the hypernym of that hypernym and so forth, a semantic tree can be built to
represent how the word was inherited. A part of the synset tree for the word teacher and
blackboard can be seen in figure 27.

(a) The word teacher (b) The word blackboard.

Figure 27: Two inheritance trees

7WordNet [Online]. Available at: http://www.nltk.org/howto/wordnet.html
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This can thus be used to probe whether the singular subject of the sentence is in-
herited from a person or not. To accomplish this, the tree of hypernyms is traversed up
from the child-node of the subject and pattern matched along with the parent nodes with
the target word person. On the occasion that the user wrote two distinctive subjects
where one is an object and one is a person, e.g. the teacher and the blackboard, the
person-inherited subject has precedence and thus will result in the slot being filled with
he or she. Note that the gender is not specified - any person is referred to as ”he or she”.

4.3.4 Entity Analyzer

The entity analysis is mainly accomplished through the Hubert.ai NLU engine and is
used as a topic model. The engine is trained on tens of thousands of sentences however
its implementation is not a part of this project. The entity analyzer increases the com-
plexity of follow-up questions in certain scenarios by allowing found subjects (section
4.3.1) to be substituted by a more general topic which could make the bot seem more
human-like. A showcase of a conversation utilizing the method (Bot 2) and one which
is not (Bot 1) is shown below.

USER: The PowerPoint slides were okay.
BOT 1: Could you elaborate some more about the slides?

USER: The PowerPoint slides were okay.
BOT 2: Could you elaborate some more on the presentations?

Even though Bot 2 asks a more complex question in the sense of topic perception, it
is borderline whether the inquired user actually experiences that bot 2 is able to compre-
hend more of the answer as the question is more generic. It could incline to the user that
the bot is just making an internet search of PowerPoint and substitutes the first hit and
not actually understands what is being asked. Thus, as this mostly was found to make
the bot feel less conversational it was deactivated unless the entity engine could find a
topic in an answer where no subject could be found by the SVO-engine. This primarily
occurred when the answer contained no obvious subject and the entity analyzer instead
defaulted to the adjective of the sentence.

USER: It was hard.
BOT 2: Could you elaborate some more on the difficulty?

In this example, the SVO-engine is not able to find a subject due to the out of context
it, whereas the topic model predicts hard to have the topic difficulty and assumes that
the answer concerns that point. In the case where neither a subject or a topic is found,
the slot defaults to that as seen in figure 22.
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4.3.5 Sentiment Analyzer

The sentiment analysis is solely based on the Google Cloud’s API as explained in sec-
tion 3.4.2. The answers which the classifier model predicts to be followed up by ”Glad/-
Sorry to hear that! Could you elaborate on what (made/makes) (it/them/him or her) so
good/bad?” are simply put through the sentiment API. The ranges of positive, neutral
and negative sentiment can be seen in figure 9. Answers which are of a neutral nature
are considered to be wrongly predicted by the classifier model and the follow-up ques-
tion is instead defaulted back to ”Could you be a little more specific?”. The reason for
falling back on this question instead of the secondary predicted question is a precaution
as the primary question in a sense becomes invalid. Thus, the secondary question can
be seen as the new primary question and as there is now only one question to rely on,
the safest route is to just default to the vaguest question available to avoid any further
mistakes. This process is illustrated in figure 28.

Figure 28: Example of a predicted question being switched due to its neutral sentiment.

Answers predicted to have a positive or negative sentiment are slot filled with their
respective question slot. For positive answers, the opening phrase is adapted to ”Glad
to hear that!” and the question ending ”...so good?” while for negative answers it is
”Sorry to hear that...” and ”...so bad?” respectively.

4.3.6 The More and Less Model

This section will describe the mechanism of the follow-up question which inquires in-
formation about whether there is a need for more or less of some entity. The question at
hand, ”How do you think (more/less) ( /of that) would improve the [object]?”, is meant
to be follow up to answers which are generally describing that there is a need for more
or less of some entity. A typical conversation is as follows:

USER: The course had too much homework.
BOT 2: How do you think less homework would improve the course?

As can be noted from the example, there are numerous ways of expressing such a
feeling. If the sentence was solely pattern matched on keywords such as more for words
like much and many and less for less and few, the conversation above would be incor-
rectly matched due to the phrase being too much. As a consequence, another smaller
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embedding model was created. This model was trained on data from the original dataset.
However, it included only the answers which were initially tagged as having the more-
or-less question as the primary question. This amounted to 136 answers which were
manually tagged as to whether the user desired more or less of the described entity. The
training and test set was similarily to the previous models split 80 to 20. The question
also underwent the same preprocessing as described in section 3.3. An overview of the
described slot filling is depicted in figure 29.

Figure 29: Overview of the more/less slot filling method.

The model is built as a mix between the previously described binary and multi-
class models and the technical aspects will thus not be explained in detail here. The
vocabulary of the dataset was in this case 267 distinct words and was thus the input
dimension of the embedding layer. The model was found to yield the best results using
an embedding layer with an output dimension of 300 where the max length was set to
100. The padding used for this model was 100. Sequentially, the output was pooled
as explained in section 4.2 which was densely connected to a layer with 32 neurons
which employed the ReLU activation function. The neurons of the layer were in turn
densely connected to an output layer and as the final output was to be binary, the sigmoid
function was the activation function of choice. Furthermore, the logarithmic loss was
used as the loss function throughout the network.

The model utilized early stopping with a patience setting of 30 which generally
causes the training to stop after about 70 epochs. The resulting accuracy of the training
was considered to be very good. The test accuracy of the model was generally around
95%. A plot of the accuracy and loss is shown in figure 30.

5 Results and Discussion

This section provides a thorough presentation of the final results of the project. The
results will be divided into project-components where each component is evaluated sep-
arately as the project contains a variety of mechanics which assessments should not
be reliant on each other. Finally, the collective results of the project are presented to
showcase the entirety of the system working together.
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Figure 30: Plot of the accuracy and loss of the training and test set in the more/less
model.

5.1 Binary Model Evaluation

The test accuracy of the binary model (≈ 90%), which determines whether a follow-up
question is required, was evaluated by hand by following the guidelines established in
section 3.2.1. Each answer was thus evaluated based on whether it contained the three
components what, why and how. Edge cases as explained in 3.2.1 were also considered.

The model prediction, which is on a scale in the range [0,1], declares whether a
follow-up is required based on a pre-determined threshold. The threshold can be altered
based on the initial question, i.e. if an inquirer demands that the user is very elaborate,
a higher prediction threshold can be set. The threshold used when evaluating the results
were set to 0.7. Thus, all predictions that are greater than 0.7 will be labelled as requiring
a follow-up question and all below not. Table 9 below contains a sample of ten answers
with the model predictions and a manual tag of whether the prediction was correct. All
answers are from the educational dataset explained in section 3.1.1.

Answer Model Prediction Prediction Label Correct?
I hated the course because the teacher was bad 0.91587188 Follow-up required YES
The subject is an interesting subject 0.84536105 Follow-up required YES
More videos 0.99765635 Follow-up required YES
Change everything around, I don’t like any of it 0.92482513 Follow-up required YES
I don’t like this class, its very boring, we don’t have any exciting activities. 0.14625067 No follow-up required YES
More of the first homework, maybe provide range of subjects to choose from to do a deep dive in 0.16805612 No follow-up required YES
The course, being the first of it’s kind, went well. Maybe next time, more time could be added to have more content. 0.02896986 No follow-up required YES
Ms Ann is a great teacher, and she has the best teaching skills in making students understand the lesson 0.02201737 No follow-up required YES
I think more class hours might be better. So student and teacher can practice and communicate 0.2225383 No follow-up required YES
The revision sheet was nice. And maybe the drama room was okay... 0.34503472 No follow-up required NO

Table 9: A sample of answers manually evaluated.

The correctness of most answers in the set was straightforward to label due to the
established rules, however edge cases which required some personal opinion existed
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but were rare. One such example was the answer ”Mrs. Elizabeth is a really nice
teacher. She focuses on what the students really need.” which the model predicted as not
requiring a follow-up. Following the rules would deem it as requiring a follow-up as the
answer only elaborates on what the what and the how. However, the positive sentiment
together with the fact that the teacher may already know additional information on what
she is focusing on makes the answer difficult to classify as requiring a follow-up. Thus,
in this case, the model interestingly enough ”outsmarted” the rules of which it was
trained.

The total number of answer and prediction pairs reviewed were 300. Out of these, 90
were predicted by the model as requiring a follow-up question and 210 as not requiring
one. The number of pairs labelled as correct is shown in table 10 below.

Prediction Quantity Correct # Correct %
Follow-up required 90 86 96.6%
No follow-up required 210 199 94.7%
Total: 300 285 95%

Table 10: Result of the manual evaluation.

The reason that the manually evaluated answers were higher than the achieved model
accuracy can be a factor of multiple things. One is obviously that the number of answers
are not great enough to be statistically significant and is due to a sampling error. A more
promising hypothesis is that it could originate from the edge-cases explained in the
previous paragraph where the model actually outsmarted the actual set label.

5.2 Multi-Classification Model Evaluation

The multi-classification model was also evaluated manually like the binary model in
the previous section. As there was no set of rules established for the categorization of
choosing a follow-up question, the evaluation of this model becomes more influenced by
personal opinion. Therefore, this section is separated into two parts - one which utilizes
crowd-sourcing for validating the model accuracy and one supplementary manual part.

5.2.1 Validating Model Accuracy

The final accuracies in the two models used to classify follow-up questions described in
section 4.2 were alone not enough for model validation. The hypothesis was that the ac-
curacies for the respective model, 68% and 58%, could be far more reasonable than the
story the numbers told. This is because the task of choosing the best follow-up question
out of eight possibilities can be influenced by multiple factors such as personal prefer-
ence in what a suitable question really is. Thus, the reasonableness in the accuracies
had to be tested by an external part to validate how the models really performed. Due
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to the superior accuracy in the embedding model, that model will be the prime focus of
this section.

The accuracy validation process was once more done using Amazon Mechanical
Turks. The turkers were given answer and model predicted question pairs and were
asked to rate how well the questions fitted the answers. The questions were presented
without slot filling, thus an answer-question pair could look as follows:

Figure 31: Sample question given to the turkers.

The turkers were given explicit instructions on how to behave in cases where the
slots were not filled where they could assume the question had the word thought was
most fitting. The questions were rated on a scale of 1 to 5 where each number repre-
sented the following:

1. Irrelevant - this question should never be used as a follow-up to the answer.

2. Bad - this question makes little sense to be used as a follow-up to the answer but
is not terrible.

3. Okay - this question makes sense to ask but there are more relevant ones.

4. Good - this question is a good follow-up to the given answer.

5. Perfect - this question fits the answer perfectly, I can not come up with a better
question.

The number of answer-question pairs given was 190 where each pair had to be com-
pleted by 3 unique turkers resulting in 570 tasks in total. The answers were filtered in a
similar manner as in section 3.2.3 to ensure that totally random submissions were omit-
ted and rejected. These were answers which were totally deterministic like choosing a
single number throughout every task or those picking totally at random within a second
or two. These users were found by looking at the submission time per task jointly with
their ratings which often heavily differed from the general viewpoint on each answer-
question pair. The number rejected submissions amounted to 27. The result of the
evaluation is shown in table 11 below.
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Rating: 1 2 3 4 5 Total

# of turkers: 21 47 141 204 130 543

Table 11: Distribution of the ratings submitted by turkers

From the results, it can be concluded that only 12% of the completed tasks were
considered to be irrelevant or bad (68 out of 543) while 61% questions were considered
to be good or perfect (334 out of 543). The remaining 26% were deemed as okay. An
example of an answer rated very high and an answer rated very low by the turkers can
seen in table 12.

Answer Follow-Up Question Rating
I think that the instructor could participate in the dis-
cussion forum.

How do you think that would improve the course? 4.66

I find it pretty easy but I’m learning stuff at the same
time and I like that

Okay, the was/were . Could you elaborate some
more on what made (it/them/him or her) so ?

1.33

Table 12: Example of one highly and lowly rated question by the turkers.

The mean rating out of all tasks were 3.69 which when standardized to match the
model accuracy range of 0-100 results in 3.69 ∗ 20 = 73.8. Thus, the collective rating
of the turkers matches the corresponding model accuracy achieved by the embedding
model of 67% (section 4.2.1). It must, however, be noted that the accuracy of the model
and the turker ratings are evaluated quite differently but it does give some indication that
the resulting accuracy in the model was reasonable and that letting humans complete the
same task probably would not yield more distinctive results.

5.2.2 Manual Evaluation

The manual evaluation of the model was done in a similar manner as the binary model
evaluation. The same data sample of 300 answers used to determine if a follow-up
question was needed was used in the evaluation of this model. Thus, each answer from
the set which the system deemed required a follow-up question was evaluated. This
amounted to 90 questions as can be seen in table 9.

All answer-question pairs were evaluated without slot filling applied as that will be
evaluated separately in the next section. Thus, only the general structure of the questions
is taken into consideration where the best slots are assumed to be the ones chosen.

To properly evaluate the model, the level of specificity in a question must be con-
sidered. By not taking this into account, the vaguest question could be applied to every
answer and display a better outcome than that of using superior specific questions for
some answers which greatly improves the general impression of the bot but may occa-
sionally fail. To tackle this issue, a point system was established. The system is based
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on the level of specificity in a question as outlined in table 4. The points range from a
scale from 1 to 4 where a correctly predicted question by the model specified as ”More
specific” in the table yields 4 points while the question labelled as ”Vague” yields 1
point. The ”Specific” and ”Less specific” labels yields 3 and 2 points respectively. By
using this point system, the model is rewarded for predicting bolder questions instead
of one that is most likely to be just okay. However, to properly penalize incorrect pre-
dictions with this point system it is required that the maximum achievable points are
recorded for each question. Thus, an answer which clearly can be assigned a more spe-
cific question that it is, the point difference between the two are counted as missed-out
points. In edge-cases where there is somewhat of a tie between which question to prefer,
the one predicted is assumed to be better. By counting the achieved points and dividing
it by the total number of achievable points possible, a fair evaluation can be conducted.
On the rare occasion that no answer, not even the vaguest, fits the question, the possible
score is set to 0. This did however only occur once during evaluation and is seen on the
last row in the list of sample questions shown in table 13.

Answer Predicted Question Score Possible Score
Weekly announcements should be done Could you elaborate some more on that? 2 3
the interaction is great Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate on what makes it so good? 3 3
I am learning the most from the textbook and modules. Could you elaborate some more on that? 2 3
I am not sure what could be changed. I know it can difficult but try to come up with something! Anything! 3 3
I don’t have any suggestions. I know it can difficult but try to come up with something! Anything! 3 3
the marketing simulator is a tad outdated. What do you think can be done to improve it? 3 3
the modules are very helpful Okay, the modules were helpful. Could you elaborate some more on what made them helpful? 4 4
Less reading How do you think less reading would improve the object? 4 4
Not gonna answer Could you elaborate some more on that? 0 0

Table 13: Follow-up questions scored based on their degree of specificity.

The results of the evaluation showed that the model, in general, did very good. In
very few cases was the prediction wrong to the degree that the question could not be
used at all and most of the point loss was a consequence that there existed a more
complex question which could be used in its place. As each answer has two questions
attached - one primary and one secondary follow-up, both questions were evaluated and
scored separately. Note that the maximum possible score of the secondary question-set
is affected by what was selected as the primary question. In other words, if there is a
fitting 4-point question selected as the primary question, that question is excluded as a
possible question for the secondary question. The results are presented in table 14.

Set of Questions Quantity Score Possible Score %
Primary 90 218 263 82.2%
Secondary 90 123 221 55.5%

Table 14: Results of the manual evaluation

As expected from the selected method of point giving, the primary predicted ques-
tions scores much higher than the secondary predicted questions. This is an obvious
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effect of penalizing more vague questions which is the sole purpose of the secondary
set - to act as a fallback. This hypothesis is strengthened by observing the distribution
of questions in table 6 and 7 where specific questions are much less frequent than its
primary counterpart. This is somewhat compensated by the fact that the chosen primary
question blocks that question in the consideration of the secondary which causes the
maximum possible score to remain lower than if all questions were considered. This
induces a heavy bias towards using the uttermost vague question, ”Could you be a little
more specific?” due to it being the only viable option when the top alternative has been
removed.

It can also be noted that the primary score of 82.2% is substantially higher than
the model accuracy of 67%. This is likely an effect of the vastly different evaluation
methods. The model accuracy is dependent on correctly predicting exactly one specific
question out of eight while the rating system approaches the problem from a more hu-
man angle. It rates how well the predicted question actually would be perceived by a
user based on the reasonableness of the question. Thus, the predicted question does not
have to match the labelled question during annotation as there may be multiple questions
which are within reason to use.

5.3 Slot-Filling Evaluation

The slot-filling is easier to evaluate than the previous sections due to its immediate re-
sults in terms of grammatical correctness. There is next to none personal preference
involved when it comes to deciding whether a sentence is grammatically correct. How-
ever, to avoid any potential human error, each slot-filled question which has not been
seen before is processed by Grammarly 8, an online grammar check software.

There is however an aspect of determining whether the slots match the answer in
terms of tense, plurality, personal inheritance and sentiment which can not be accom-
plished by the online tool. This will be completed by manually looking at whether each
separate slot needed for that question matches the answer. As only six of the eight
questions has slots to be filled, only these will be used for evaluation.

The data used for evaluation in this section will be identical to the previous models.
However, as the slots are filled equally regardless of whether it is a primary or secondary
question, the number of questions will be roughly doubled. This does of course not
hold true for the questions which lack slots. Each question slot is rated as either correct
or incorrect, no point system is applied. The following sub-sections will present the
evaluation for each slot separately.

8Grammarly [Online]. Available at: http://grammarly.com
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5.3.1 Sentiment Evaluation

The sentiment slot is only utilized by one of the questions, namely:

Glad/Sorry to hear that! Could you elaborate on what (made/makes) (it/them/him or
her) so good/bad?

The number of answers predicted by the embedding model to use this question as
either the primary or secondary choice out of the 90 questions was 53. The evaluation
was conducted by looking at whether the slots filled in the question were either Glad
to hear that! ... and ...so good? or Sorry to hear that... and ...so bad? which implies
whether the analysis had marked it as positive or negative. Neutral answers were not an
option at this point due to these being switched out as explained in section 4.3.5. Table
15 displays a sample of how the evaluation was administered.

Answer Sentiment Prediction Correct?
Explaining on how to create the course outline was good Positive YES
the interaction is great Positive YES
the lectures were great but the course has some boring homeworks Positive YES
Nothing can work well when not doing anything Negative YES
Change everything around, I don’t like any of it Negative YES
The topics of lessons are not interesting Negative YES
He couldn’t facilitate the learning to us. I didn’t understand the subject. Negative YES
I think the instructor did a good job. Positive YES
The discussion is a bit pointless Negative YES

Table 15: Sample of the sentiment evaluation

The results of the evaluation were overwhelmingly positive with an accuracy rate of
100%, thus all 53 answer-question sentiment slots were correctly filled. This is mostly
an effect of utilizing the powerful sentiment tool by Google Cloud and by correctly
making the decision to dismiss neutral sentiments which may sometimes fail and create
a less workable analysis.

5.3.2 Tense Evaluation

The tense slot evaluation was also affected by only the one question discussed in the
previous sentiment section. As a consequence, the same number of questions (53) were
evaluated. The evaluation was arranged in a similar manner by marking whether a ques-
tion correctly substituted the slot (makes/made) with the correct word based on tense
- makes for present and made for past tense. Future-tensed words were, as explained
in section 4.3.2, switched to other questions and will upon discovery that it has not
been switched be marked as incorrect. Table 16 shows the same answers used for the
sentiment evaluation to evaluate the tense analysis.
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Answer Tense Prediction Correct?
Explaining on how to create the course outline was good Past YES
the interaction is great Present YES
the lectures were great but the course has some boring homeworks Past YES
Nothing can work well when not doing anything Present YES
Change everything around, I don’t like any of it Present YES
The topics of lessons are not interesting Present YES
He couldn’t facilitate the learning to us. I didn’t understand the subject. Present NO
I think the instructor did a good job. Past YES
The discussion is a bit pointless Present YES

Table 16: Sample of the tense evaluation

Out of the 53 questions with the slot, 52 were deemed to be correctly predicted
resulting in a prediction accuracy of 98.1%. The one which was incorrect is displayed
in the table above and is due to some unresolved bug (at the time of writing) with the
conflicting tenses in the two sentences of the answer. It can be noted that there is also a
tense conflict occurring in the third line which is working properly.

5.3.3 Subject-Verb-Object and Entity Evaluation

The SVO and entity analysis are jointly evaluated due to entity analysis being dependent
on the found subject in the SVO analysis. This concept was explained in section 4.3.4.
However, the evaluation will still be split into two parts - one full SVO evaluation and
one which is using solely the subject of the SVO analysis together with the entity from
the Hubert engine.

Subject-Verb-Object Only one question utilizes the full SVO analysis, namely:

Okay, the ( /the ) (was/were) . Could you elaborate some more on what made
(it/them/him or her) ?,

where the affected slots are bolded. This question can be considered as a very high
risk, high reward follow-up in terms of perceived bot intelligence versus the fall when
it does fail. Due to the mechanics implemented which ensures that the question is only
used when a series of circumstances are met, the number of evaluations available when
using the sample set used with the other evaluations was sparse. Only 28 occasions of
the question being chosen as the primary or secondary question were predicted in the
set. Ten of these are presented in table 17 below. Note that the verb in the pattern always
is converted to past tense to reflect the question structure.

Out of the 28 questions evaluated, 24 were considered to be correct, giving an ac-
curacy rate of ≈ 86%. A satisfactory result greatly boosted by the fact that only past
inflections of be were used as the verb as explained in section 4.3.1. There were some
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Answer Subject/Verb/Object Prediction Correct?
The presentation was engaging. Quite okay Presentation Was Engaging YES
Professor responds quickly, however responses are inconsistent. Professor Was Inconsistent NO
The interaction is quick and efficient with the instructor. Interaction Was Quick and efficient YES
Group projects are annoying. Group projects Were Annoying YES
Some of the initial readings and a few videos were interesting. Some Were Interesting NO*
Instructor is interactive. Instructor Was Interactive YES
I think the course is moving at an adequate pace. Course Was Moving NO
The instructor interaction is fine. Instructor interaction Was Fine YES
the modules are very helpful Modules Were Helpful YES
I think the instructor is well accessible. Instructor Was Accessible YES

Table 17: Sample of the SVO evaluation

borderline cases which were considered to be incorrect even though they were in some
sense usable. One example of this is line number 5 in the table where the real subject
Some initial readings and a few videos is represented as some which is workable as a
substitution for the subject slot in the question at hand, thus:

USER: Some of the initial readings and a few videos were interesting.
BOT: Okay, some were interesting. Could you elaborate on what made them in-

teresting?

However, using some in any other context as an entity, e.g. ”Could you elaborate
some more on the some?” does not make any sense and thus it was considered to be
incorrectly predicted.

Remaining errors were mainly a result of sentences possessing multiple subjects
and adverbs where only one of them is connected by a be-inflected verb. A result of this
bug is shown on line 2 where there are the subjects professor and responses and adverbs
quick and inconsistent. However, only the latter pair is connected by a be-inflected verb,
are, which for some reason causes the analyzer to wrongly mix the two and choose the
SVO professor, was, inconsistent.

On a more positive note, the analyzer was found to correctly identify most multi-
word subjects such as instructor interaction and group projects and objects containing
multiple adverbs such as quick and efficient as seen in the table.

Entity The entity extraction is based on the subject extracted from the SVO analyzer
and the Hubert-engine entity upon the first failing. However, as this slot is highly de-
pendent on the surrounding context in both the answer and the question this slot was
evaluated in a answer-question context. To keep the evaluation consistent, even though
a majority of questions were utilizing the entity slot, only one was chosen for evaluation
namely ”Could you elaborate some more on ( /that)?”. This was due to it being the
most generic question out of the set and a good representative for the slot as it was the
only relying on that specific slot. The number of slots in the sample set belonging to the
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question as either the primary or secondary choice was 202. Ten of these are depicted
in table 18 where source denotes which process the subject originates from and default
being when the subject defaults to that.

Answer Entity Prediction Source Correct?
the instructor was helpful Could you elaborate some more on the instructor? SVO YES
Active in the class with the teacher Could you elaborate some more on the instructor? Hubert YES
Learning about the different career paths we could take. Could you elaborate some more on that? Default YES
Stop using Shoology Could you elaborate some more on the tools? Hubert YES
Everything was good and I learnt a lot Could you elaborate some more on the everything? Hubert NO
The presentation was engaging. Quite okay Could you elaborate some more on the presentations? SVO YES
Engaging everyone during the presentation session Could you elaborate some more on the student engagement? Hubert YES
talking too much Could you elaborate some more on the communication? Hubert YES
I think there should be volunteers of different ages. Could you elaborate some more on that? Default YES
We didn’t learn what a conglomerate rock was Could you elaborate some more on the educational? Hubert NO

Table 18: Sample of the entity evaluation

The result from the evaluation was overwhelmingly good with an accuracy of 91%
(184 correct out of the 202). This however assumed that an answer was correct if any
subject of a sentence was correctly extracted. For example, in the answer ”The instructor
was knowledgeable about the subject”, would be deemed correct if either the instructor
or the subject was chosen as the entity regardless of whether one is more suitable than
the other. In other words, as long as either makes moderately sense in the context of the
question it is marked as correct.

The entities extracted from the Hubert-engine was found to greatly enhance the per-
ceived intelligence of the bot in some cases such as in line 4 in the table where the
unknown word Schoology is correctly interpreted as a tool. However, it did in other
cases find a too general subject in the sentence where it would have been a better option
to simply default to that. An example of this is shown in the last row of the table where
educational is not a suitable fit for the slot.

5.3.4 Plurality and Personal Inheritance Evaluation

The plurality and personal inheritance was evaluated based on both questions having the
(it/them/him or her)-slot. These were:

Glad/Sorry to hear that. Could you elaborate some more on what (makes/made)
(it/them/him or her) so good/bad?

and
Okay, the ( /the ) (was/were) . Could you elaborate some more on what made

(it/them/him or her) ?

The reason two questions were chosen for this evaluation was that the slots were
considered to be equally important for their respective question and thus using both
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would not impact the variance of the results while increasing the sample size. The num-
ber of primary and secondary questions in the sample set was thus the 53 questions used
in the sentiment and tense evaluations plus the 28 questions from the SVO evaluation -
totalling to 81. As usual, a sample of data is shown in table 19 below.

Answer Plurality/Person-Inheritance Prediction Correct?
I believe the instructor is doing very well in interaction. Person YES
The online notes help me better understand the content. Plural YES
The discussion are a bit pointless Singular YES*
At this time I feel the course is great! Singular YES
Most are helpful. Singular NO
I think the instructor is well accessible. Person YES
Group projects are annoying. Plural YES
The modules and practice problems were the most helpful. Plural YES
I think that this class is set up nicely. Singular YES
The instructor interaction is fine. Person NO

Table 19: Sample of the plurality and personal inheritance evaluation

Out of the 81 questions 73 were considered to be correct, producing an accuracy
rate of 90.7%. It was found that a majority of errors stemmed from one of two reasons.
The first being that the subject was incorrectly being predicted as a person when in fact
only part of the subject inherited from a person but the entirety of the subject phrase
was an object. This can be seen in the last row in table 19 where the subject instructor
interaction is predicted to be a person instead of the correct prediction singular. The
difference it makes is more apparent when the slot is shown inserted in the question:

USER: The instructor interaction is fine.
BOT 1: Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate some more on what made him or

her so good?
BOT 2: Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate some more on what made it so

good?,

where Bot 2 is correctly predicting the slot while the current Bot 1 is not.
The second major cause of errors originated from answers where the plurality of

the subject had to be interpreted even though there was no real subject to interpret. An
example of this can be seen on line 5 in the table, Most are helpful, where it has to
be deduced that most is referring to some subject and then instead solely look at are
to determine the plurality instead of looking at the verb for confirmation. The current
implementation does not support this case and thus induces errors.

Furthermore, there are also edge cases as seen on line number 3 where the user is
writing the grammatically incorrect answer The discussion are a bit pointless. Here
the true plurality of the sentence cannot be determined as both The discussion is... and
The discussions are... are viable options. As the analysis always assumes the user is
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grammatically correct, cases like these are blamed on the user rather than the system
and are thus marked as being correct if either singular or plural form can be used.

5.3.5 More-Less Model Evaluation

The more-less model which was used to determine whether to use more or less in the
question ”How do you think (more/less) ( /of that) would improve the object?” was
evaluated by looking at the success rate of the model in a number of sample answers.
As the results easily can be evaluated without taking any personal opinion into account
due to the nature of the slot, the evaluation could be conducted without an external
party for second opinions. The slot was evaluated on 76 random answers which were
predicted by the embedding model to have the question used as either the primary or
secondary follow-up. A sample of these questions is shown in table 20. Note that the
prediction is not a prediction of whether the answer says more or less but what the
follow-up question should contain.

Answer More/Less Prediction Correct?
Too many group assignments Less YES
More trips :) More YES
he could start assigning less homework Less YES
No improvements come to mind. More NO*
I think there was too much content Less YES
Don’t ask so many questions Less YES
Have more practical sessions. What we had was not sufficient. More YES
Lecturing too much Less YES
I think there should be in-class activities. More YES
Extra notes Less NO

Table 20: Sample of the more/less model evaluation

The results from the evaluation were overall satisfactory with 69 out of the 76 eval-
uated answer-question pairs correctly predicted, resulting in an accuracy rate of 90.7%.
However, most of the occurring errors were not an effect the more-less model misbehav-
ing but rather that the previous question-classifying embedding model had predicted the
wrong question and thus forced the model to predict more or less on an answer where
it made no sense. An example of this is shown on line 4 in table 20 where the model
predicted more but where less is equally incorrect. By omitting these answers from the
result, only 3 answers were incorrect, resulting in an accuracy rate of 96%.

It can be further noted from the table that the model does well with more complex
answers which do not directly include the words more or less such as on line 1 where
too many is understood to mean there should be less. Another example is seen on
line number 9 where no keywords pointing towards a measurement of an amount is
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explicitly written but it is still predicted that I think there should be is something that
requires more.

5.4 Collective Results

This section will evaluate the entirety of the system. Thus take an answer as input and
output either the best predicted slot-filled question or no question at all if it is deemed
unnecessary. The evaluation is split into two parts. The first part utilizes the previously
used sample set as input whereas the other exposes the system to completely new free
text answers as input to measure how it copes with answers it has not seen before.

Sample Set The number of answers evaluated from the sample data was chosen to be
the full set, thus all 300 answers. The answers will only be marked as either acceptable
or unacceptable where any answer which is indecisive will be marked unacceptable in
an attempt to omit personal opinions during the evaluation as there is only one evaluator
assessing the material. This can still be considered the ground truth as there are strictly
established rules for when a question is necessary and determining whether a question
is valid in terms of making any sense is a straightforward task. Only follow-ups pre-
dicted to be the primary question will be evaluated. The following box showcases full
conversations from the set with the initial question, user answer and an eventual slot-
filled follow-up question. Note that the conversations are chosen at random and is thus
presenting both successful and less successful results.

Showcase of conversations based on answers from the sample set.

BOT: What should the teacher start doing to improve the course?
USER: listenning to different accents from the main topic,.
BOT: How do you think that would improve the course?

BOT: What is working well with the course and should continue in the
same way?

USER: I really enjoyed the use of schoology!
BOT: Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate on what made it so good?

BOT: What should the teacher start doing to improve the course?
USER: I have no idea! I really liked it, and I don’t know too much about

all of this.
BOT: I know it can difficult but try to come up with something! Anything!
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BOT: What is working well with the course and should continue in the
same way?

USER: The clear and precise instructions making it easy to understand the
course.

BOT: – No follow-up required. –

BOT: What should the teacher stop doing to improve the unit?
USER: The revision siheet
BOT: Could you elaborate some more on that?

BOT: What should the teacher start doing to improve the course?
USER: Fewer assignments, although with the upcoming changes to

courses, that should be resolved.
BOT: – No follow-up required. –

BOT: What is working well with the course and should continue in the
same way?

USER: The presentation was engaging. Quite okay.
BOT: Okay, the presentation was engaging. Could you elaborate some

more on what made it engaging?

BOT: What should the teacher stop doing to improve the course?
USER: The topics of lessons are not interesting.
BOT: Sorry to hear that... Could you elaborate on what makes them so

bad?

BOT: What should the teacher stop doing to improve the course?
USER: Too many group assignments.
BOT: How do you think less group assignments would improve the course?

BOT: What is working well with the course and should continue in the
same way?

USER: Ann is an excellent teacher.
BOT: Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate on what makes him or her so

good?

BOT: What should the teacher stop doing to improve the unit?
USER: Talk less.
BOT: How do you think less of that would improve the unit?
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BOT: What should the instructor stop doing to improve the course?
USER: unfortunately the instructor lost my interest in this subject, the way

he explain the material was soo confusing to a point i lost track with
his explanation and i ended up self study the whole material and try
to understand the material.

BOT: – No follow-up required. –

BOT: What should the teacher stop doing to improve the course?
USER: being so strict..
BOT: What do you think can be done to improve the situation?

BOT: What should the trainer start doing to improve the unit?
USER: Have some more practice work with horses.
BOT: How do you think more practice work would improve the unit?

Out of the 300 evaluated answers, 257 were marked as acceptable, resulting in an
acceptable rate of 85.6%. As each answer is processed through multiple models and a
varying number of slot filling mechanisms, the results were considered satisfactory and
natural consequence of passing these steps. Moreover, it can be noted that the collective
results are higher than the results from the follow-up question evaluation (82.2% for the
primary question) made in section 5.2.2. One would think that this would act as a cap
for the collective results but that was found not to be the case. There may be multiple
reasons for why this is the case but the main cause is most likely that the method of
evaluation is quite different with a rating system as opposed to only rating conversations
as acceptable or not.

The following showcase box, where the initial questions have been omitted as all
sentences are just made up and not actually answering any real question, showcases
conversations where words and sentences that are not in the training data are processed
by the system.

Showcase of conversations based made-up answers.

USER: The course was okay, too many seminars though.
BOT: Could you elaborate some more on the course?

USER: I did not like the midterm exam
BOT: Sorry to hear that... Could you elaborate on what made it so bad?

USER: The instructor was very weird.
BOT: Could you elaborate some more on the instructor?
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USER: The presentations were too short
BOT: Could you elaborate some more on the presentations?

USER: I think the course was okay but the fact that you could fail the course
solely based on whether you showed up to class was terrible...

BOT: – No follow-up required. –

USER: I want more breaks between lectures
BOT: How do you think more breaks would improve the object?

USER: it sucked
BOT: Could you be a little more specific?

USER: amazing course
BOT: Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate on what makes it so good?

USER: i donno
BOT: I know it can difficult but try to come up with something! Anything!

USER: the homeworks were helpful for learning
BOT: Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate on what made them so good?

USER: the blackboard was very loud
BOT: Could you elaborate some more on the tools?

USER: disgusting food on field trips
BOT: How do you think more of that would improve the course?

USER: the course was great because the lab sessions helped me understand
the core concepts of the subject which made everything easy.

BOT: – No follow-up required. –

USER: need more time to get to know classmates
BOT: How do you think more time would improve the course?

USER: should have shorter lectures.
BOT: How do you think that would improve the course?

As can be noted from the examples, the results in terms of chosen follow-up ques-
tion are considerably worse than those with only known words. This comes as no sur-
prise due to the rather meager amount of training data and vocabulary size. However,
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the model which predicts whether a follow-up is required at all is not affected by the
change of data as it is reliant only on internal features of the sentences rather than the
words themselves. The system was also tested with some sentences that were in a whole
different domain to see how it endured those which mostly had completely new words.
This can be seen in the showcase-box below.

Showcase of conversations in a completely different domain.

USER: I loved the food in the terminal
BOT: Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate on what made it so good?

USER: need faster security lines
BOT: Could you elaborate some more on that?

USER: the hotel was not very clean
BOT: Sorry to hear that... Could you elaborate on what made it so bad?

USER: the hotel staff was friendly
BOT: Glad to hear that! Could you elaborate on what made it so good?

The results of the domain trials showed that the system is moderately able to cope
with a new domain. However, as answers in other domains are likely to be of a different
character than those in the educational sector due to user demographics such as age with
the effect of a higher or lower literacy level, the answers are bound to be different. This
is true not only for different domains but also for different degrees and levels of educa-
tion which means that the training set needs to be more demographically diversified to
properly be able to be applied to the full educational domain.

6 Future Work

Below are some improvements and new concepts presented that can be integrated into
the final system to further its applicability.

Data Extension A major drawback of the current system is the narrow student de-
mographics of the answers. The system was proven to work well with the answers from
this specific area of education but is lackluster when it comes to other domains or types
of student literacy levels. Increasing the training data to include answers from a wider
spectrum of students of different educational levels would make the system perform
better for the whole domain. This could be achieved using the previously discussed
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turkers but would require a diverse demographics setting upon creation to simulate the
objective.

Domain Expansion The system could be expanded to more domains by making a
few alterations. The major one except the meager data is examining whether the current
pool of follow-up questions are suitable or needs to be exchanged or modified. This
could also induce additional slot-filling mechanisms but the current ones are likely to
encompass many potentially new questions.

Personal Touch The system could incorporate a personal touch to each question
based on the persona of the user. The concept of creating a bot with a persona has been
realized by e.g. HuggingFace and could be investigated further [25].

Avoiding Repetitions Another improvement would be to avoid follow-up question
repetitions. It will be tiring for the user if he or she is asked exactly the same follow-up
on two consecutive questions. This can be avoided by creating alternative phrasings
with the same meaning for each question and letting them be randomized.

Other Means of Question Generation The system could take new approaches
on how to generate questions such as using a completely dynamic question generation
system. There are multiple open-sourced projects exploring this field such as genquest9

and Autoquiz10. These are however mostly used for tasks such as processing a text and
generating a fill-in-the-blank question.

7 Summary

This thesis has presented a complete method of making a chat-bot ask intelligent follow-
up questions. The process was initiated by collecting questions within the educational
domain, establishing rules for when to ask a question and finally annotating answers
as appurtenant to the respective questions. This continued by applying a variety of
prepossessing mechanisms to each answer ranging from contraction expansion to spell
checking to make sure the data was as comprehensive as possible both for training the
models and when new answers enter the system.

Multiple models were trained for different purposes using different sets of features.
An initial model used to determine whether a follow-up question was required was
trained on manually extracted data such as co-references occurring in the answer to
its parts-of-speech (goal 1, section 1). Next, another model predicted which follow-up

9genquest [Online]. Available at: https://github.com/indrajithi/genquest
10Autoquiz [Online]. Available at: https://cloudxlab.com/blog/generating-fill-blanks-nlp/
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question to ask in case one was needed (goal 2, section 1). This model was instead
trained on feature vector representations of the words themselves using bag-of-words or
word embeddings.

Finally, each potential follow-up question underwent different slot-filling mecha-
nisms used for determining e.g. the tense the question should be asked in, potential plu-
rality inflections that should be made and whether there were any SVO-patterns within
the answer that should be taken into account (goal 3, section 1).

The results were divided and presented separately to account for the different mech-
anisms present. The follow-up requirement model performed very well with high accu-
racy rates while the classifier used to determine which question to mostly had a positive
outcome with answers within the same domain and with a similar level of literacy as the
training data. The slot-filling procedures produced favorable results which were roughly
equal in terms of measured acceptable accuracy internally but did when fail cause the
whole question and the perceived intelligence of the bot to feel dull.

Overall, the chosen approach was proven to work considerably well given the low
amount of annotated data for the selected domain.
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